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Nuclear reactions in astrophysics

§ Nuclear reactions play important role in astrophysics and cosmology
§ Light nuclei synthesized in Big Bang
§ Heavier nuclei up to iron produced by fusion, transfer, radioactive capture in the stars
§ Still heavier nuclei produced by s-, i-, r-, rp-processes

§ Thermonuclear reaction rate r12 = ⟨σv⟩ n1 n2

§ S-factor

§ Gamow window – narrow energy range; frequently inaccessible to experiments – theory important
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logical R-matrix, is often one of the first methods used to interpolate and extrapolate
to low-energy cross sections important for astrophysics and other applications (see,
e.g., Ref. [107]). For a review of R-matrix theory we refer the interested reader to
Ref. [106].

Nuclear Reactions in Astrophysics

Nuclear reactions play an important role in astrophysics and cosmology. Lightest
elements are synthesised in early universe in the Big Bang reaction chain. Heavier
nuclei up to iron are produced by fusion, transfer, and radiative capture processes in
the stars, while still heavier nuclei are produced by the slow, intermediate, or rapid
neutron capture (i.e., s-process, i-process, r-process) in neutron rich environments,
and by the proton capture in the rp-process [108, 109, 110].

Thermonuclear reaction rates are crucial for nuclear astrophysics. The number of
nuclear reactions per volume and per second can be expressed as r12=hsvin1n2 with
target and projectile number densities n1,n2, respectively, v the relative velocity of
the two nuclei and s the cross section. When an equilibrium in the system is reached
and the plasma environment can be characterized by a temperature T , the Maxwell-
Boltzmann velocity distribution of interacting nuclei is assumed. The quantity hsvi
is then obtained as
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with k the Boltzmann constant and µ the reduced mass of the target-projectile sys-
tem. The nuclear cross section for charged particles is strongly suppressed at low
energies due to Coulomb barrier. It is convenient to introduce the astrophysical S
factor

S(E) = s(E) E exp(2ph) , (58)

with h=Z1Z2e2/}v the Sommerfeld parameter describing the S-wave barrier pene-
tration. While the cross section decreases dramatically with the decrease of energy,
the astrophysical S factor varies only moderately. Using Eq. (58), the reaction rate
hsvi can be expressed as
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where d=(2µ)
1/2pZ1Z2e2/}. The integrant is suppressed at low energies due to the

Coulomb repulsive interaction and at high energy due to the Boltzmann factor. The
rather narrow energy range that contributes to the integral is called Gamow peak or
Gamow window. The reaction rate will be strongly impacted by any resonance in
the Gamow window.
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3First principles or ab initio nuclear theory

Genuine Ab Initio

Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD)
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Chiral Effective 
Field Theory

(parameters fitted 
to NN data)

First principles or ab initio nuclear theory – what we do at present

Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD)

Current ab anitio
nuclear theory

HΨ(A) = EΨ(A)



5Conceptually simplest ab initio method: No-Core Shell Model (NCSM)

§ Basis expansion method
§ Harmonic oscillator (HO) basis truncated in a particular way (Nmax)
§ Why HO basis? 

§ Lowest filled HO shells match magic numbers of light nuclei 
(2, 8, 20 – 4He, 16O, 40Ca)

§ Equivalent description in relative-coordinate and Slater 
determinant basis

§ Short- and medium range correlations
§ Bound-states, narrow resonances

NCSM
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a b s t r a c t

Motivated by limitations of the Bloch–Horowitz–Brandow perturbative approach to
nuclear structure we have developed the non-perturbative ab initio no core shell model
(NCSM) capable of solving the properties of nuclei exactly for arbitrary nucleon–nucleon
(NN) and NN + three-nucleon (NNN) interactions with exact preservation of all
symmetries. We present the complete ab initio NCSM formalism and review highlights
obtained with it since its inception. These highlights include the first ab initio nuclear-
structure calculations utilizing chiralNNN interactions, which predict the correct low-lying
spectrum for 10B and explain the anomalous long 14C �-decay lifetime. We also obtain the
small quadrupole moment of 6Li. In addition to explaining long-standing nuclear structure
anomalies, the ab initio NCSM provides a predictive framework for observables that are
not yet measured or are not directly measurable. For example, reactions between short-
lived systems and reaction rates near zero energy are relevant to fusion research but may
not be known from experiment with sufficient precision. We, therefore, discuss, in detail,
the extension of the ab initio NCSM to nuclear reactions and sketch a number of promising
future directions for research emerging from theNCSM foundation, including amicroscopic
non-perturbative framework for the theorywith a core. Having a parameter-free approach,
we can construct systems with a core, which will provide an ab initio pathway to heavier
nuclei.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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6Ab Initio Calculations of Reactions Important for Astrophysics 
Unified approach to bound & continuum states: NCSMC

§ No-core shell model (NCSM)
§ A-nucleon wave function expansion in the harmonic-

oscillator (HO) basis
§ short- and medium range correlations
§ Bound-states, narrow resonances

§ NCSM with Resonating Group Method (NCSM/RGM)
§ cluster expansion, clusters described by NCSM
§ proper asymptotic behavior 
§ long-range correlations

A− a( )
a( )

r

Unknowns

NCSM

NCSM/RGM

§ Combine the above: ab initio no-core shell model with continuum (NCSMC) NCSMC

S. Baroni, P. Navratil, and S. Quaglioni, 
PRL 110, 022505 (2013); PRC 87, 034326 (2013).

r
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ν
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7Binary cluster basis

§ Working in partial waves (                                         )

§ Introduce a dummy variable    with the help of the delta function

§ Allows to bring the wave function of the relative motion in front of the antisymmetrizer
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π1T1 a α2I2
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J
π
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I
1
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1
a α
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I
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Y
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Coupled NCSMC equations

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 9 LLNL#PRES#650082 

… to be simultaneously determined  
by solving the coupled NCSMC equations 
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Abstract
The description of nuclei starting from the constituent nucleons and the realistic interactions
among them has been a long-standing goal in nuclear physics. In addition to the complex nature
of the nuclear forces, with two-, three- and possibly higher many-nucleon components, one faces
the quantum-mechanical many-nucleon problem governed by an interplay between bound and
continuum states. In recent years, significant progress has been made in ab initio nuclear
structure and reaction calculations based on input from QCD-employing Hamiltonians
constructed within chiral effective field theory. After a brief overview of the field, we focus on
ab initio many-body approaches—built upon the no-core shell model—that are capable of
simultaneously describing both bound and scattering nuclear states, and present results for
resonances in light nuclei, reactions important for astrophysics and fusion research. In particular,
we review recent calculations of resonances in the 6He halo nucleus, of five- and six-nucleon
scattering, and an investigation of the role of chiral three-nucleon interactions in the structure of
9Be. Further, we discuss applications to the 7Be gp, B8( ) radiative capture. Finally, we highlight
our efforts to describe transfer reactions including the 3H d, n 4( ) He fusion.

Keywords: ab initio methods, many-body nuclear reaction theory, nuclear reactions involving
few-nucleon systems, three-nucleon forces, radiative capture

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Understanding the structure and the dynamics of nuclei as
many-body systems of protons and neutrons interacting
through the strong (as well as electromagnetic and weak)
forces is one of the central goals of nuclear physics. One of
the major reasons why this goal has yet to be accomplished
lies in the complex nature of the strong nuclear force, emer-
ging form the underlying theory of quantum chromodynamics
(QCD). At the low energies relevant to the structure and
dynamics of nuclei, QCD is non-perturbative and very diffi-
cult to solve. The relevant degrees of freedom for nuclei are

nucleons, i.e., protons and neutrons, that are not fundamental
particles but rather complex objects made of quarks, anti-
quarks and gluons. Consequently, the strong interactions
among nucleons is only an ‘effective’ interaction emerging
non-perturbatively from QCD. Our knowledge of the
nucleon–nucleon (NN) interactions is limited at present to
models. The most advanced and most fundamental of these
models rely on a low-energy effective field theory (EFT) of
the QCD, chiral EFT [1]. This theory is built on the sym-
metries of QCD, most notably the approximate chiral sym-
metry. However, it is not renormalizable and has an infinite
number of terms. Chiral EFT involves unknown parameters,
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§ Typically, E1 transitions the most important

§ Operator

§ NCSMC wave function

§ Matrix element

§ Express operator as target, projectile, and relative motion parts 
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well-known example is provided by the triple-a and 12C(a,g)16O radiative capture
reactions discussed in the previous section. The ratio of the thermonuclear reaction
yields for these two processes determines the carbon-to-oxygen ratio at the end of
helium burning with important consequences for the production of all species made
in subsequent burning stages in the stars. At stellar energies (⇡ 300 keV) radiative
capture rates are too small to be measured in the laboratory. Thus, measurements
are performed at higher energies (see, e.g., the experiment reported in Ref. [121])
and extrapolations to the low energy of interest using theory are unavoidable. The-
oretical extrapolation are, however, challenging due to the influence of several res-
onances. A fundamental theory would be of great use here.

The NCSMC approach still needs to be further developed to address the complex
nature of the triple-a and the 12C(a,g)16O reactions. However, the first scattering
calculations involving a-particle projectile have been performed [122]. Still, there
have been numerous applications of the NCSMC and the NCSM/RGM to reactions
relevant for astrophysics. In this section, we discuss recent calculations of the deu-
terium (D) tritium (T) and 3He(d,p)4He fusion, the 3He(a ,g)7Be, 7Be(p,g)8B, and
8Li(n,g)9Li radiative capture reactions.

While the cross section of the fusion or rather transfer reactions is directly ob-
tained by the application of the formalism presented in Sect. , the cross section of the
radiative capture reactions requires calculations of matrix elements of electromag-
netic operators with an initial scattering state, e.g., 7Be+p and a final bound state,
e.g., 8B. The capture proceeds dominantly by the electric dipole (E1) radiation. The
corresponding transition operator can be cast in the form

D̂ = e
A

Â
i=1

1+ tz
i

2
(ri �R(A)

c.m.) , (60)

with tz
i and ri �R(A)

c.m. representing the isospin third component (tz
i =1(�1) for pro-

ton(neutron)) and center of mass frame coordinate of the ith nucleon. This form
of the E1 transition operator includes the leading effects of the meson-exchange
currents through the Siegert,s theorem. The magnetic dipole (M1) and electric
quadrupole (E2) radiation may also play a role in particular at and around reso-
nances. In the NCSMC, wave functions have two components, a square-integrable
NCSM part and a cluster NCSM/RGM part, see Eq. (43). Consequently, the opera-
tor matrix element has four contributions and its evaluation is rather involved. While
the contribution with the NCSM eigenstates, Eqs. (15) and (43), in the initial and
the final state is straightforward to obtain, the other contributions with cluster states
in the initial and/or the final state require more attention. To evaluate those terms,
we rewrite the E1 operator (60) as an operator acting exclusively on the first A�a
nucleons (pertaining to the first cluster or target), an operator acting exclusively on
the last a nucleons (belonging to the second cluster or projectile), and, finally, an
operator acting on the relative motion wave function between target and projectile:
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Here, R(A�a)

c.m. and R(a)

c.m. are the centers of mass of the (A � a)- and a-nucleon sys-
tems, respectively, rA�a,a = R(A�a)

c.m. �R(a)

c.m., while Z(A�a) and Z(a) represent respec-
tively the charge numbers of the target and of the projectile. The dominant con-
tribution is due to the relative motion term that we are able to evaluate without
any approximations. It involves integration of wave functions of the relative mo-
tion that needs to be carried out to large distances. For example, in the case of
7Be(p,g)8B capture the cluster-cluster term needs to be integrated up to 250 fm
as the 8B g.s. is very weakly bound. Matrix elements of the operators acting on
the target and projectile we evaluate approximately using completeness of the tar-
get and projectile or of the composite states. The E2 and the orbital part of the
M1 operator can be dealt with in an analogous way. As to the spin part of the M1
operator(gp ÂA

i=1
1+tz

i
2 si + gn ÂA

i=1
1�tz

i
2 si), we have developed a capability to calcu-

late its matrix elements without any approximations using a technique similar to that
applied to calculate integration kernels of the NN interaction. The same way we are
able to compute matrix elements of the b decay Gamow-Teller (gA ÂA

i=1 s it+

i ) and
Fermi operators (ÂA

i=1 t+

i ).

Deuterium (D) Tritium (T) and D
3
He Fusion

The 3H(d,n)4He and 3He(d,p)4He reactions are leading processes in the primordial
formation of the very light elements (mass number, A  7), affecting the predic-
tions of Big Bang Nuleosynthesis for light nucleus abundances [123]. With its low
activation energy and high yield, 3H(d,n)4He is also the easiest reaction to achieve
on Earth, and is pursued by research facilities directed toward developing fusion
power by either magnetic (e.g. ITER) or inertial (e.g. NIF) confinement. The cross
section for the DT fusion is well known experimentally, while more uncertain is
the situation for the branch of this reaction, 3H(d,g n)4He that produces 17.9 MeV
g-rays [124, 125] and that is being considered as a possible plasma diagnostics in
modern fusion experiments. Larger uncertainties dominate also the 3He(d,p)4He re-
action that is known for presenting considerable electron-screening effects at ener-
gies accessible by beam-target experiments. Here, the electrons bound to the target,
usually a neutral atom or molecule, lead to increasing values for the reaction-rate
with decreasing energy, effectively preventing direct access to the astrophysically
relevant bare-nucleus cross section. Consensus on the physics mechanism behind
this enhancement is not been reached yet [126], largely because of the difficulty of
determining the absolute value of the bare cross section.
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10Input for NCSMC calculations:
Nuclear forces from chiral Effective Field Theory

§ Approach taking advantage of the separation of scales

§ Based on the symmetries of QCD
§ Chiral symmetry of QCD (mu»md»0), spontaneously broken 

with pion as the Goldstone boson
§ Degrees of freedom: nucleons + pions

§ Systematic low-momentum expansion to a given order 
(Q/Λχ)

§ Hierarchy

§ Consistency

§ Low energy constants (LEC)
§ Fitted to data
§ Can be calculated by lattice QCD

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 4 LLNL#PRES#XXXXXX 

To develop such an ab initio nuclear theory we: 
 1) Start with accurate nuclear forces (and currents) 

+ ... + ... + ... 

NN force NNN force NNNN force 

Q0 

LO 

Q2 

NLO 

Q3 

N2LO 

Q4 

N3LO 

Worked out by Van Kolck, Keiser, 
Meissner, Epelbaum, Machleidt, ... 

"  Two- plus three-nucleon (NN+3N) 
forces from chiral effective field 
theory (EFT) 

 

Λχ~1 GeV : 
Chiral symmetry breaking scale



11Binding energies of light and selected medium mass nuclei from chiral NN+3N forces

§ Quite reasonable description of binding energies across the nuclear charts becomes feasible
§ The Hamiltonian fully determined in A=2 and A=3,4 systems

§ Nucleon–nucleon scattering, deuteron properties, 3H and 4He binding energy, 3H half life
§ Light nuclei – NCSM
§ Medium mass nuclei – Self-Consistent Green’s Function method 
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FIG. 21. Ratio of expectation values of three- (V3N) and
two-body (V2N) operators in the NNLOsat and NN+3N(lnl)
Hamiltonians. For the latter, the two-body part of the
centre-of-mass kinetic energy has been subtracted. For the
NN+3N(lnl) interaction, V3N contains original (i.e. SRG-
unevolved) three-body forces while induced three-body op-
erators have been included in V2N. Calculations are per-
formed at the ADC(2) level. Results are shown for N =
Z = {2, 8, 16, 20, 24, 40} nuclei (full symbols), plus 48S and
78Ni (empty symbols).

applied only to specific cases [18, 54], but never tested
in a systematic way. In the present work its main
ground-state properties as well as some selected excita-
tion spectra have been studied extensively in light and
medium-mass nuclei. Results in light systems are very
encouraging, with NCSM calculations in overall good
agreement with experiment even for spectra that are
known to be particularly sensitive to nuclear forces. To-
tal energies are well reproduced across the whole light
sector of the nuclear chart. In medium-mass nuclei,
present calculations focused on three representative iso-
topic chains. Total binding energies are found to be in
remarkable agreement with experimental values all the
way up to nickel isotopes once ADC(3) correlations are
included, thus correcting for the overbinding generated
with NN+3N(400). ADC(2) calculations of di↵erential
quantities, where ADC(3) contributions essentially can-
cel out, are also very satisfactory and are able to cap-
ture main trends and magic gaps in two-neutron sepa-
ration energies along all three chains. As evidenced in
Fig. 20, although largely improving on NN+3N(400),
rms charge radii obtained with the NN+3N(lnl) inter-
action still underestimate experiment and do not reach
the quality of NNLOsat. On the other hand this interac-
tion yields an excellent spectroscopy, also where NNLOsat

strives to give even a qualitatively correct account of
experimental data. One-nucleon addition and removal
spectra in neutron-rich calcium are well reproduced. Im-
pressively, the evolution of the energy di↵erences between
the ground and first excited states along potassium iso-
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FIG. 22. Binding energy per particle for a set of doubly
closed-shell nuclei computed with three di↵erent NN + 3N
interactions and compared to available experimental data.
NNLOsat andNN+3N(lnl) values come from the present work
and refer to ADC(3) calculations. 1.8/2.0 (EM) results were
obtained via full-space IM-SRG(2) calculations and originally
published in Ref. [30].

topes follows closely the experimental measurements.
Further insight can be gained by gauging the impor-

tance of 3N operators in the two interactions. In Fig. 21
the ratio of 3N over 2N contributions to the total en-
ergy is displayed for a selection of nuclei as a function of
mass number A for NNLOsat and NN+3N(lnl). In the
former, 3N operators are much more relevant, reaching
almost 20% of the 2N contribution in heavier systems.
On the contrary, the ratio stays rather low, around 5%,
for NN+3N(lnl). This has first of all practical conse-
quences, as in the majority of many-body calculations
the treatment of 3N operators is usually not exact, fol-
lowing either a normal-ordered two-body approximation
(see e.g. [27]) or some generalisation of it [70]. Hence a
strong 3N component is in general not desirable. On top
of that, one might worry about the hierarchy of many-
body forces from the standpoint of EFT, and possible
need to include subleading 3N or 4N operators that could
have a sizeable e↵ect.
Finally, let us compare NN+3N(lnl) and NNLOsat to

an interaction that has been extensively employed in nu-
clear structure studies in the last few years. Usually la-
belled as 1.8/2.0 (EM) and first introduced in Ref. [32], it
has proven to yield an accurate reproduction of ground-
state energies (as well as low-energy excitation spectra)
over a wide range of nuclei [30, 54, 112, 113]. Further-
more, it leads to a satisfactory description of infinite nu-
clear matter properties [11, 32, 114]. In Fig. 22 bind-
ing energies per particle obtained within in-medium simi-
larity renormalisation group (IM-SRG) calculations with
the 1.8/2.0 (EM) interaction [30] are compared, for a
set of closed-shell systems, to the ones computed at the
ADC(3) level withNN+3N(lnl) and NNLOsat. The three
sets of calculations achieve an overall excellent reproduc-
tion of experimental data. While NNLOsat results supe-
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FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 1 for 11B and 12,13C. Basis sizes Nmax=2�8 are displayed. The importance-truncated NCSM [52, 53]
was used in the Nmax=8 space for carbon isotopes.

p-shell nuclei were performed. In the NCSM, nuclei are
considered to be systems of A nonrelativistic point-like
nucleons interacting via realistic two- and three-body in-
teractions. Each nucleon is an active degree of freedom
and the translational invariance of observables, the an-
gular momentum, and the parity of the nucleus are con-
served. The many-body wave function is expanded over
a basis of antisymmetric A-nucleon harmonic oscillator
(HO) states. The basis contains up to Nmax HO exci-
tations above the lowest possible Pauli configuration, so
that the the motion of the center of mass is fully de-
coupled and its kinetic energy can be subtracted exactly.
The basis is characterised by an additional parameter ⌦,
the frequency of the HO well, and may depend on either
Jacobi relative [56] or single-particle coordinates [57].
The convergence of the HO expansion can be greatly ac-
celerated by applying an SRG transformation on the 2N
and 3N interactions [58–62]. Except for A=3, 4 nuclei,
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FIG. 4. Ground-state energies of s-shell and selected p-
shell nuclei calculated with theNN+3N(lnl) Hamiltonian (red
lines) compared to experiment (blue lines). The error bars
indicate uncertainties of the NCSM extrapolation. SRG evo-
lution with �=2 fm�1 and HO frequency of ~⌦=20 MeV were
used.

here and in the following of the paper an SRG evolution
is applied to the NN+3N(400) and NN+3N(lnl) inter-
actions down to a scale of �=2 fm�1. On the contrary,
calculations with NNLOsat are performed with the bare
Hamiltonian.

In Figs. 1, 2 and 3 the excitation energy spectra of se-
lected Li, Be, B, and C isotopes are displayed. A correct
ordering of low-lying levels is found for all the consid-
ered lithium and beryllium isotopes, namely 6,7,9Li and
8,9Be. The 2+0 and 1+2 0 states in 6Li as well as some
of the excited states in 7Li and 8,9Be are broad reso-
nances. Here a more realistic description of 6Li and 9Be
would require a better treatment of continuum e↵ects,
see Refs. [63] and [64], respectively, in this regard. Let
us note that all excited states of 6Li are unbound with
respect to the emission of an ↵ particle and that 7Li has
only one excited state below the ↵-separation threshold.
Similarly, 8Be is never bound and even its ground state
in unstable against decay into two ↵. The lowest states
in 10B are known to be very sensitive to the details of
nuclear forces, and the 3N interaction in particular [65].
Here a good description is achieved by NN+3N(lnl), with
only the 1+2 0 state resulting incorrectly placed. The cor-
rect level ordering is also found in 11B, with the spectrum
being overall too compressed as compared to the experi-
mental one. Finally, worth-noting is the correct ordering
of T=1 states in 12C, also known to be sensitive to the 3N
interaction. On the other hand, the alpha-cluster dom-
inated 0+0 Hoyle state in 12C cannot be reproduced in
the limited NCSM basis employed here [66]. In general,
NN+3N(lnl) yields spectra that are in good agreement
with experiment. Some underestimation of level-splitting
in 9Li, 11B, and 13C emerges, and could be associated
with a weaker spin-orbit interaction strength. This is
comparable to what has been found with earlier param-
eterisations of chiral 3N forces (see, e.g. [65]).

Ground-state energies of 3H, 3,4He, and selected p-shell
nuclei from 6He to 16O are shown in Fig. 4. The calcu-
lated values (red lines) obtained with theNN+3N(lnl) in-
teraction are compared to experiment (blue lines). Theo-

1.8/2.0 (EM) results: J. Simonis, S. R. Stroberg, K. Hebeler, 
J. D. Holt, and A. Schwenk, Phys. Rev. C 96, 014303 (2017). 
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Background: Recent advances in nuclear structure theory have led to the availability of several complementary
ab initio many-body techniques applicable to light and medium-mass nuclei as well as nuclear matter. After
successful benchmarks of different approaches, the focus is moving to the development of improved models
of nuclear Hamiltonians, currently representing the largest source of uncertainty in ab initio calculations of
nuclear systems. In particular, none of the existing two- plus three-body interactions is capable of satisfactorily
reproducing all the observables of interest in medium-mass nuclei.
Purpose: A novel parametrization of a Hamiltonian based on chiral effective field theory is introduced.
Specifically, three-nucleon operators at next-to-next-to-leading order are combined with an existing (and
successful) two-body interaction containing terms up to next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order. The resulting
potential is labeled NN+ 3N(lnl). The objective of the present work is to investigate the performance of this
new Hamiltonian across light and medium-mass nuclei.
Methods: Binding energies, nuclear radii, and excitation spectra are computed using state-of-the-art no-core
shell model and self-consistent Green’s function approaches. Calculations with NN+ 3N(lnl) are compared to
two other representative Hamiltonians currently in use, namely NNLOsat and the older NN+ 3N (400).
Results: Overall, the performance of the novel NN+ 3N(lnl) interaction is very encouraging. In light nuclei, total
energies are generally in good agreement with experimental data. Known spectra are also well reproduced with
a few notable exceptions. The good description of ground-state energies carries on to heavier nuclei, all the way
from oxygen to nickel isotopes. Except for those involving excitation processes across the N = 20 gap, which is
overestimated by the new interaction, spectra are of very good quality, in general superior to those obtained with
NNLOsat. Although largely improving on NN+ 3N (400) results, charge radii calculated with NN+ 3N(lnl) still
underestimate experimental values, as opposed to the ones computed with NNLOsat that successfully reproduce
available data on nickel.
Conclusions: The new two- plus three-nucleon Hamiltonian introduced in the present work represents a
promising alternative to existing nuclear interactions. In particular, it has the favorable features of (i) being
adjusted solely on A = 2, 3, 4 systems, thus complying with the ab initio strategy, (ii) yielding an excellent
reproduction of experimental energies all the way from light to medium-heavy nuclei, and (iii) behaving well
under similarity renormalization group transformations, with negligible four-nucleon forces being induced, thus
allowing large-scale calculations up to medium-heavy systems. The problem of the underestimation of nuclear
radii persists and will necessitate novel developments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, advances in many-body approaches and
internucleon interactions have enabled significant progress in
ab initio calculations of nuclear systems. At present, sev-
eral complementary methods to solve the (time-independent)
many-body Schrödinger equation are available, tailored to
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either light systems [1,2], medium-mass nuclei [3–8], or
extended nuclear matter [9–11]. New developments, which
promise to extend (most of) these methods to higher accuracy
and/or heavy nuclei, are being currently proposed [12,13].

Over the past few years, benchmark calculations have
allowed assessment of the systematic errors associated with
both the use of a necessarily finite-dimensional Hilbert space
and the truncation of the many-body expansion at play in each
of the formalisms of interest. In state-of-the-art implemen-
tations, these errors add up to at most 5%, much less than
the uncertainty attributable to the input nuclear Hamiltonian
[14–18]. As a result, ab initio calculations have also acquired
the role of diagnostic tools as the focus of the community

2469-9985/2020/101(1)/014318(19) 014318-1 ©2020 American Physical Society
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§ Quite reasonable description of binding energies across the nuclear charts becomes feasible
§ The Hamiltonian fully determined in A=2 and A=3,4 systems

§ Nucleon–nucleon scattering, deuteron properties, 3H and 4He binding energy, 3H half life
§ Light nuclei – NCSM
§ Medium mass nuclei – Self-Consistent Green’s Function method 
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p-shell nuclei were performed. In the NCSM, nuclei are
considered to be systems of A nonrelativistic point-like
nucleons interacting via realistic two- and three-body in-
teractions. Each nucleon is an active degree of freedom
and the translational invariance of observables, the an-
gular momentum, and the parity of the nucleus are con-
served. The many-body wave function is expanded over
a basis of antisymmetric A-nucleon harmonic oscillator
(HO) states. The basis contains up to Nmax HO exci-
tations above the lowest possible Pauli configuration, so
that the the motion of the center of mass is fully de-
coupled and its kinetic energy can be subtracted exactly.
The basis is characterised by an additional parameter ⌦,
the frequency of the HO well, and may depend on either
Jacobi relative [56] or single-particle coordinates [57].
The convergence of the HO expansion can be greatly ac-
celerated by applying an SRG transformation on the 2N
and 3N interactions [58–62]. Except for A=3, 4 nuclei,
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here and in the following of the paper an SRG evolution
is applied to the NN+3N(400) and NN+3N(lnl) inter-
actions down to a scale of �=2 fm�1. On the contrary,
calculations with NNLOsat are performed with the bare
Hamiltonian.

In Figs. 1, 2 and 3 the excitation energy spectra of se-
lected Li, Be, B, and C isotopes are displayed. A correct
ordering of low-lying levels is found for all the consid-
ered lithium and beryllium isotopes, namely 6,7,9Li and
8,9Be. The 2+0 and 1+2 0 states in 6Li as well as some
of the excited states in 7Li and 8,9Be are broad reso-
nances. Here a more realistic description of 6Li and 9Be
would require a better treatment of continuum e↵ects,
see Refs. [63] and [64], respectively, in this regard. Let
us note that all excited states of 6Li are unbound with
respect to the emission of an ↵ particle and that 7Li has
only one excited state below the ↵-separation threshold.
Similarly, 8Be is never bound and even its ground state
in unstable against decay into two ↵. The lowest states
in 10B are known to be very sensitive to the details of
nuclear forces, and the 3N interaction in particular [65].
Here a good description is achieved by NN+3N(lnl), with
only the 1+2 0 state resulting incorrectly placed. The cor-
rect level ordering is also found in 11B, with the spectrum
being overall too compressed as compared to the experi-
mental one. Finally, worth-noting is the correct ordering
of T=1 states in 12C, also known to be sensitive to the 3N
interaction. On the other hand, the alpha-cluster dom-
inated 0+0 Hoyle state in 12C cannot be reproduced in
the limited NCSM basis employed here [66]. In general,
NN+3N(lnl) yields spectra that are in good agreement
with experiment. Some underestimation of level-splitting
in 9Li, 11B, and 13C emerges, and could be associated
with a weaker spin-orbit interaction strength. This is
comparable to what has been found with earlier param-
eterisations of chiral 3N forces (see, e.g. [65]).

Ground-state energies of 3H, 3,4He, and selected p-shell
nuclei from 6He to 16O are shown in Fig. 4. The calcu-
lated values (red lines) obtained with theNN+3N(lnl) in-
teraction are compared to experiment (blue lines). Theo-
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Background: Recent advances in nuclear structure theory have led to the availability of several complementary
ab initio many-body techniques applicable to light and medium-mass nuclei as well as nuclear matter. After
successful benchmarks of different approaches, the focus is moving to the development of improved models
of nuclear Hamiltonians, currently representing the largest source of uncertainty in ab initio calculations of
nuclear systems. In particular, none of the existing two- plus three-body interactions is capable of satisfactorily
reproducing all the observables of interest in medium-mass nuclei.
Purpose: A novel parametrization of a Hamiltonian based on chiral effective field theory is introduced.
Specifically, three-nucleon operators at next-to-next-to-leading order are combined with an existing (and
successful) two-body interaction containing terms up to next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order. The resulting
potential is labeled NN+ 3N(lnl). The objective of the present work is to investigate the performance of this
new Hamiltonian across light and medium-mass nuclei.
Methods: Binding energies, nuclear radii, and excitation spectra are computed using state-of-the-art no-core
shell model and self-consistent Green’s function approaches. Calculations with NN+ 3N(lnl) are compared to
two other representative Hamiltonians currently in use, namely NNLOsat and the older NN+ 3N (400).
Results: Overall, the performance of the novel NN+ 3N(lnl) interaction is very encouraging. In light nuclei, total
energies are generally in good agreement with experimental data. Known spectra are also well reproduced with
a few notable exceptions. The good description of ground-state energies carries on to heavier nuclei, all the way
from oxygen to nickel isotopes. Except for those involving excitation processes across the N = 20 gap, which is
overestimated by the new interaction, spectra are of very good quality, in general superior to those obtained with
NNLOsat. Although largely improving on NN+ 3N (400) results, charge radii calculated with NN+ 3N(lnl) still
underestimate experimental values, as opposed to the ones computed with NNLOsat that successfully reproduce
available data on nickel.
Conclusions: The new two- plus three-nucleon Hamiltonian introduced in the present work represents a
promising alternative to existing nuclear interactions. In particular, it has the favorable features of (i) being
adjusted solely on A = 2, 3, 4 systems, thus complying with the ab initio strategy, (ii) yielding an excellent
reproduction of experimental energies all the way from light to medium-heavy nuclei, and (iii) behaving well
under similarity renormalization group transformations, with negligible four-nucleon forces being induced, thus
allowing large-scale calculations up to medium-heavy systems. The problem of the underestimation of nuclear
radii persists and will necessitate novel developments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, advances in many-body approaches and
internucleon interactions have enabled significant progress in
ab initio calculations of nuclear systems. At present, sev-
eral complementary methods to solve the (time-independent)
many-body Schrödinger equation are available, tailored to
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either light systems [1,2], medium-mass nuclei [3–8], or
extended nuclear matter [9–11]. New developments, which
promise to extend (most of) these methods to higher accuracy
and/or heavy nuclei, are being currently proposed [12,13].

Over the past few years, benchmark calculations have
allowed assessment of the systematic errors associated with
both the use of a necessarily finite-dimensional Hilbert space
and the truncation of the many-body expansion at play in each
of the formalisms of interest. In state-of-the-art implemen-
tations, these errors add up to at most 5%, much less than
the uncertainty attributable to the input nuclear Hamiltonian
[14–18]. As a result, ab initio calculations have also acquired
the role of diagnostic tools as the focus of the community
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13Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

§ Primordial nucleosynthesis – 10 s to 20 min after the Big Bang
§ Helium 25% of the mass of the Universe
§ Prediction depends on

§ Baryon-to-photon ratio – CMB Planck data
§ Nuclear reaction rates

§ D and 4He in agreement with observations
§ 3He – reliable measurements do not exist
§ 7Li – predictions three times higher than observations
§ 6Li?

Ab Initio Nuclear Reaction Theory with Applications to Astrophysics 23

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis

Primordial nucleosynthesis is believed to have taken place in the interval from
roughly 10 seconds to 20 minutes after the Big Bang. The Big Bang Nucleosyn-
thesis (BBN) theory predicts that roughly 25% of the mass of the Universe consists
of helium. It also predicts about 0.001% deuterium, and even smaller quantities
of lithium [111]. The prediction depends critically on the density of baryons (i.e.,
neutrons and protons) at the time of nucleosynthesis. The most recent determina-
tion of the baryon-to-photon ratio has been obtained from the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) Planck data [112]. It also depends on reaction rates of mul-
tiple nuclear reactions involving light nuclei. We list the most important ones in
Table 1. While the BBN predictions of 4He and deuterium abundances are consis-

n(p,g)2H 2H(p,g)3He 2H(d,g)4He 2H(d,n)3He 2H(d,p)3H 3He(n,p)3H
3H(d,n)4He 3He(d,p)4He 2H(a ,g)6Li 6Li(p,g)7Be 6Li(p,a)3He 6Li(n,a)3H
3H(a ,g)7Li 3He(a ,g)7Be 7Li(p,a)4He 7Li(p,g)8Be 7Be(n,p)7Li

Table 1: Reactions relevant for Big Bang Nucleosynthesis with d⌘2H, a ⌘4He. 8Be
promptly decays to two 4He nuclei.

tent with observations, the predictions for 7Li is three times higher than observed,
see Fig. 7. This fact is often referred to as 7Li problem or puzzle. Given the 7Li
discrepancy, it is imperative to understand well the underlying nuclear physics and
in particular the reactions rates contributing to 7Li production. The BBN also pre-
dicts abundances of 3He and 6Li. However, observations of either of these isotopes
is challenging and only limits are established. The BBN produces 6Li by the capture
reaction 2H(a ,g)6Li. There were recent claims of 6Li detection [113], with isotope
ratios as high as 6Li/7Li.0.1, which is orders of magnitude higher than the BBN
prediction. This would constitute a “6Li problem”. However, observation interpre-
tations of Ref. [113] have been disputed [114, 115].

Stellar Evolution

Stars spend most of their lives burning the hydrogen in their cores. The hydrody-
namic equilibrium is established with the gravitational force balancing the pressure
created by the plasma thermal energy produced in the core of the star by nuclear
reactions. There are two sets of hydrogen burning reactions, the proton-proton (pp)
chain and the CNO cycles. Both sets of reactions transform four protons into an
a particle (4He nucleus). Corresponding individual nuclear reactions with pp chain
branching percentages are presented in Fig. 8. The slowest nuclear reaction in the
pp chain is the proton-proton fusion p+p! d+e++ne, which is due to the weak inter-
action. As the cross section of this reaction for low-energy protons is very small, of

24 Petr Navrátil and Sofia Quaglioni

of Nν given here differs from that in Eq. (21) since the value in
the table comes from a marginalized likelihood function,
where as the value in the equation does not. Row 2 uses only
BBN and the observed abundances of 4He and D with no
direct information from the CMB. Rows 3–6 use the combi-
nation of the CMB data, together with the BBN relation
between η and Yp with and without the observational
abundances as denoted. As one can see, opening up the
parameter space to allow Nν to float induces a relatively small
drop η (by a fraction of 1σ) and the peak for Nν is below the
standard model value of 3 although consistent with that value
within 1σ. These can be compared with Eqs. (75) and (76) in
Ade et al. (2015).
Note that we have been careful to use the appropriate

relation between η and ωb via Eq. (11). Also, in our NBBN
calculations we formally use the number of neutrinos, not the
effective number of neutrinos, thus demanding the relation
Neff ¼ 1.015 333Nν. For the 2D base_yhe CMB likelihoods,
we include the higher-order skewness and kurtosis terms to
more accurately reproduce the tails of the distributions.

D. Results: The likelihood functions

Applying the formalism described previously, we derive the
likelihood functions for SBBN and NBBN that are our central
results. Depending on which quantity we marginalize over, we
can form a likelihood function of η by integrating over
abundances as we do later, or by integrating over the baryon
density to obtain a likelihood function for each element
species. Turning first to SBBN, we fix Nν ¼ 3 and use the
Planck determination of η as the sole input to BBN in order to
derive CMBþ BBN predictions for each light element. That
is, for each light-element species Xi we evaluate the likelihood

LðXiÞ ∝
Z

LPLA−base yheðωb; YpÞLBBNðη;XiÞdη; ð23Þ

where LBBNðη;XiÞ comes from our BBN Monte Carlo pre-
diction, and where we use the η − ωb relation in Eq. (11). In
the case of 4He, we use only the CMB η to determine the
Xi ¼ Yp;BBN prediction and compare this to the CMB-only
prediction.
The resulting CMBþ BBN abundance likelihoods appear

as the dark-shaded (solid line) curves in Fig. 3, which also
shows the observational abundance constraints (Sec. III) in the
light-shaded (yellow, dashed-line) curves. In Fig. 3(a), we see

that the 4He BBNþ CMB likelihood is markedly more
narrow than its observational counterpart, but the two are
in near-perfect agreement. The medium-shaded (cyan, dotted
line) curve in this panel is the CMB-only Yp prediction, which
is the least precise but also completely consistent with the
other distributions. Figure 3(b) displays the dramatic consis-
tency between the CMBþ BBN deuterium prediction and the
observed high-z abundance. Moreover, we see that the D/H
observations are substantially more precise than the theory.
Figure 3(c) shows the primordial 3He prediction, for which
there is no reliable observational test at present. Finally,
Fig. 3(d) reveals a sharp discord between the BBNþ CMB
prediction for 7Li and the observed primordial abundance—
the two likelihoods are essentially disjoint.
Figure 3 represents not only a quantitative assessment of the

concordance of BBN, but also a test of the standard big bang
cosmology. If we limit our attention to each element in turn,
we are struck by the spectacular agreement between D/H
observations at z ∼ 3 and the BBNþ CMB predictions
combining physics at z ∼ 1010 and z ∼ 1000. The consistency
among all three Yp determinations is similarly remarkable,
and the joint concordance between D and 4He represents a
nontrivial success of the hot big bang model. Yet this
concordance is not complete: the pronounced discrepancy

TABLE V. The marginalized most-likely values and central
68.3% confidence limits on the baryon-to-photon ratio and number
of neutrinos, using different combinations of observational con-
straints.

Constraints used η10 ΩBh2 Nν

CMB only 6.08%0.07 0.02220%0.00026 2.67þ0.30
−0.27

BBNþYpþD 6.10%0.23 0.02228%0.00084 2.85%0.28
CMBþBBN 6.08%0.07 0.02220%0.00026 2.91%0.20
CMBþBBNþYp 6.07%0.06 0.02217%0.00022 2.89%0.16
CMBþBBNþD 6.07%0.07 0.02217%0.00026 2.90%0.19
CMBþBBNþYpþD 6.07%0.06 0.02217%0.00022 2.88%0.16

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 3. Light-element predictions using the CMB determination
of the cosmic baryon density. Shown are likelihoods for each of
the light nuclides, normalized to show a maximum value of 1.
The solid-lined, dark-shaded (purple) curves are the BBNþ
CMB predictions, based on Planck inputs as discussed in the text.
The dashed-lined, light-shaded (yellow) curves show astronomi-
cal measurements of the primordial abundances, for all but 3He
where reliable primordial abundance measures do not exist. For
4He, the dotted-lined, medium-shaded (cyan) curve shows the
CMB determination of 4He.

015004-12 Cyburt et al.: Big bang nucleosynthesis: Present status

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 88, No. 1, January–March 2016

Fig. 7: BBN light-element predictions for 4He (a), deuterium (b), 3He (c), 7Li (d),
using the CMB determination of the cosmic baryon density from the Planck data.
The solid-lined, dark-shaded (purple) curves are the BBN predictions. The dashed-
lined, light-shaded (yellow) curves show astronomical measurements of the primor-
dial abundances, for all but 3He where reliable primordial abundance measures do
not exist. For 4He, the dotted-lined, medium-shaded (cyan) curve shows the CMB
determination of 4He. Reproduced from Ref. [111] where further details are given.

the order of 10�23 b, the average lifetime of protons in the Sun due to the transfor-
mation to deuterons by this reaction is about 1010 years. The slowest CNO reaction
is the electromagnetic proton capture on 14N, 14N(p,g)15O. In the CNO cycles, the
carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen nuclei are catalyzers for the nuclear processes. Due
to the larger Coulomb repulsion of the catalyzing nuclei, the CNO cycles occur at
higher temperatures. In the Sun, the pp chain dominates but in stars with higher
temperatures, the CNO cycles are more important.

The hydrogen burning reactions generate neutrinos of various energies. The
7Be(p,g)8B capture reaction is particularly significant as the 8B that it produces
is responsible for nearly all of the yield in the solar neutrino detectors. The electron
neutrino from the 8B beta decay has energy of the order of 15 MeV, much higher
than neutrinos emitted in other hydrogen burning reaction (except the low-intensity

Rev. Mod. Phys. 88:015004 (2016) 
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14Radiative capture of deuterons on 4He

§ Reaction 4He(d,γ)6Li responsible for 6Li production in BBN
§ Three orders of magnitude discrepancy between BBN predictions and observations

§ Problem with our understanding of the reaction rate?
§ New physics?
§ Problem with astronomical observations?
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Unified Description of 6Li Structure and Deuterium-4He Dynamics
with Chiral Two- and Three-Nucleon Forces
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We provide a unified ab initio description of the 6Li ground state and elastic scattering of deuterium (d)
on 4He (α) using two- and three-nucleon forces from chiral effective field theory. We analyze the influence
of the three-nucleon force and reveal the role of continuum degrees of freedom in shaping the low-lying
spectrum of 6Li. The calculation reproduces the empirical binding energy of 6Li, yielding an asymptotic
D- to S-state ratio of the 6Li wave function in the dþ α configuration of −0.027, in agreement with a
determination from 6Li-4He elastic scattering, but overestimates the excitation energy of the 3þ state by
350 keV. The bulk of the computed differential cross section is in good agreement with data. These results
endorse the application of the present approach to the evaluation of the 2Hðα; γÞ6Li radiative capture,
responsible for the big-bang nucleosynthesis of 6Li.
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Introduction.—Lithium-6 (6Li) is a weakly bound stable
nucleus that breaks into an 4He (or α particle) and a
deuteron (d) at the excitation energy of 1.4743 MeV [1]. A
complete unified treatment of the bound and continuum
properties of this system is desirable to further our under-
standing of the fundamental interactions among nucleons,
but also to inform the evaluation of low-energy cross
sections relevant to applications. Notable examples are
the 2Hðα; γÞ6Li radiative capture (responsible for the big-
bang nucleosynthesis of 6Li [2–6]) and the 2Hðα; dÞ4He
cross section used in the characterization of deuteron
concentrations in thin films [7–9]. Contrary to the lighter
nuclei, the structure of the 6Li ground state (g.s.)—namely,
the amount of the D-state component in its dþ α
configuration—is still uncertain [1]. Well known exper-
imentally, the low-lying resonances of 6Li have been shown
to present significant sensitivity to three-nucleon (3N)
interactions in ab initio calculations that treated them as
bound states [10–13]. However, this approximation is well
justified only for the narrow 3þ first excited state, and no
information about the widths was provided. At the same
time, the only ab initio study of d-4He scattering [14] was
based on a nucleon-nucleon (NN) Hamiltonian and did not
take into account the swelling of the α particle due to the
interaction with the deuteron.
As demonstrated in a study of the unbound 7He nucleus,

the ab initio no-core shell model with continuum
(NCSMC) [15] is an efficient many-body approach to
nuclear bound and scattering states alike. Initially devel-
oped to compute nucleon-nucleus collisions starting from
a two-body Hamiltonian, this technique was later extended
to include 3N forces and successfully applied to make
predictions of elastic scattering and recoil of protons off

4He [16] and to study continuum and 3N-force effects
on the energy levels of 9Be [17]. Recently, we have
developed the NCSMC formalism to describe more chal-
lenging deuterium-nucleus collisions and we present in this
Letter a study of the 6Li ground state and d-4He elastic
scattering using NN þ 3N forces from chiral effective field
theory [18,19].
Approach.—We cast the microscopic ansatz for the

6Li wave function in the form of a generalized cluster
expansion,

jΨJπTi ¼
X

λ

cλj6Li λJπTiþ
XZ

ν

drr2
γνðrÞ
r

AνjΦJπT
νr i; ð1Þ

where J, π, and T are, respectively, total angular
momentum, parity, and isospin, j6Li λJπTi represent
square-integrable energy eigenstates of the 6Li
system, and

jΦJπT
νr i ¼ ½ðj4He λαJ

πα
α Tαij2H λdJ

πd
d TdiÞðsTÞYlðr̂α;dÞ&ðJ

πTÞ

×
δðr − rα;dÞ

rrα;d
ð2Þ

are continuous basis states built from a 4He and a 2H
nuclei whose centers of mass are separated by the relative
coordinate ~rα;d, and that are moving in a 2sþ1lJ partial
wave of relative motion. The translationally invariant
compound, target, and projectile states (with energy labels
λ, λα, and λd, respectively) are all obtained by means of the
no-core shell model (NCSM) [20,21] using a basis of
many-body harmonic oscillator (HO) wave functions with
frequency ℏΩ and up to Nmax HO quanta above the lowest
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B Impact of the 3N force on observables
The impact of the chiral 3Nloc and SRG-induced 3N forces on the 6Li low-lying spectrum obtained with
the NCSMC at Nmax = 11 is illustrated in Fig. 1. The zero of energy is taken for the NCSMC calculations
as the predicted 4He-d threshold. Compared to the NN-only calculations (blue spectrum), including
3N force significantly improves the 3+-2+ splitting and the position of the 3+ resonance, which now
has the correct energy and width. Even though the 3Nloc force slightly ameliorates the over-binding of
6Li, it is still over-predicted by 310 keV. This can be partly explained by the non-convergence of the
4He-d threshold and 6Li NCSM ground-state (see E(10) in Table 1). Nevertheless, even at convergence,
i.e., Nmax æ Œ, the 6Li ground state is expected to stay over-bound by approximately 150 keV, due to
the choice of Hamiltonian. As mentioned in the Letter, we correct for this over-binding by adjusting
the NCSM eigenenergy of the 6Li NCSM 1+ ground state in such a way that the NCSMC calculation
reproduces the experimental binding energy (NN+3Nloc-pheno in Fig. 1).

Our predicted spectrum di�ers from Fig. 4 in Ref. [8], mainly because of a di�erence of convention for
the NCSMC calculation, we use di�erent model spaces for the 6Li NCSM states and the relative motion.
The choice adopted in this work is more consistent as we allow the same number of quanta of excitation
in the description of 4He, d, 6Li and the 4He-d relative motion.
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Figure 1: Low-lying spectrum of 6Li obtained with the NCSMC at Nmax = 11 using the
SRG-evolved N3LO NN potential [1] (NN-only) with ⁄ = 2 fm≠1, the NN+3Nloc [2,3] without
(NN+3Nloc) and with the phenomenological energy adjustment (NN+3Nloc-pheno) compared to
experiments [9]. The zero energy is taken as the predicted (resp. experimental) 4He-d threshold
for NCSMC (resp. Exp.).

Fig. 2 shows that the NCSMC predictions obtained without (dashed red lines, NN+3Nloc) and with
the phenomenological adjustment (solid red line, NN+3Nloc-pheno) also agree well with experimental data
for the elastic-scattering 4He(d, d) 4He [9,10]. In particular, the NCSMC calculations reproduce perfectly
the 3+ resonance peak at 1.065 MeV. As expected, adjusting the ground-state energy of 6Li modifies the
non-resonant part mainly at low energy and the decsription of the 2+ resonance peak at 4.26 MeV.
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The rate at which helium (4He) and deuterium (d) fuse together to produce lithium-6 (6Li) and a
� ray, 4He(d, �)6Li, is a critical puzzle piece in resolving the roughly three order of magnitude dis-
crepancy between big bang predictions and astronomical observations for the primordial abundance
of 6Li. The accurate determination of this radiative capture rate requires the quantitative and pre-
dictive description of the fusion probability across the big bang energy window (30 keV . E . 400
keV), where measurements are hindered by low counting rates. We present first-principles (or, ab
initio) predictions of the 4He(d, �)6Li astrophysical S-factor using validated nucleon-nucleon and
three-nucleon interactions derived within the framework of chiral e↵ective field theory. By employ-
ing the ab initio no-core shell model with continuum to describe 4He-d scattering dynamics and
bound 6Li product on equal footing, we accurately and consistently determine the contributions of
the main electromagnetic transitions driving the radiative capture process. Our results reduce by a
factor of ?? the uncertainty of the S-factor between xx and yy keV and reveal an enhancement of the
capture probability below 100 keV owing to previously neglected magnetic dipole (M1) transitions.

Introduction. Already a few minutes after the Big
Bang, light nuclei, such as hydrogen, helium and lithium
isotopes, were present. Knowing the isotopic abundances
of these nuclei at this early time is essential because they
influence the chemical evolution of the Universe. In Big
Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) theory, the isotopic abun-
dances are determined by the baryon-to-photon ratio and
the cross sections of all relevant nuclear reactions [1].
These theoretical predictions can be tested by measur-
ing the composition of metal-poor stars, which carry in-
formation about the isotopic abundances at early stages
of the nucleosynthesis [2]. Overall, the BBN is in good
agreement with these astrophysical measurements except
for the abundances of 7Li, which is overpredicted by a
factor 2-4, and 6Li, which is underpredicted by 3 orders
of magnitude [3]. These discrepancies could be caused
by inaccuracies in the nuclear reaction rates, by beyond
standard model physics or by systematic errors in the
astromonomical observations [4]. It is therefore pressing
to reduce the uncertainty on the cross sections leading to
the formation of 6Li and 7Li.

The BBN of 6Li is dominated by the radiative capture
4He(d, �) 6Li at energies between 30 keV and 400 keV. A
direct measurement of this reaction in the laboratory is
challenging since the Coulomb repulsion between the 4He
and d nuclei strongly suppresses the statistics, causing
large experimental uncertainties. In the last forty years,
direct measurements above the BBN energy range [5, 6],
around the 3+ resonance and above, were performed.
To estimate the capture rate at BBN energies, it was
proposed to measure Coulomb-induced breakup of 6Li
on a Lead target [7]. The underlying idea is that the
Coulomb breakup can be seen as resulting from an ex-

change of virtual photons between the 6Li projectile and
the lead target, and would therefore correspond to the
time-reversed reaction of the radiative capture. How-
ever, it was recently shown that the interferences between
Coulomb- and nuclear-induced breakup cannot be disen-
tangled, and that the S-factor inferred from this measure-
ment is not reliable [8]. Recent direct measurements, per-
formed by the LUNA collaboration at BBN energies (94
keV and 134 keV) [9], disagree with the data of Ref. [7],
confirming that this indirect estimate of the S-factor is
not accurate.

To guide the extrapolation of the existing direct mea-
surements to the whole BBN range of energies, accu-
rate theoretical predictions are needed. At these ener-
gies, only electric dipole (E1), electric quadrupole (E2)
and magnetic dipole (M1) transitions a↵ect the capture
rate. In the past, theoretical calculations of the S-factor
for 4He(d, �) 6Li have been performed using di↵erent
methods such as two-body [10–15], three-body [16–18]
and ab initio inspired two-body models [19]. Although
overall they agree well with the large error bars of the
LUNA data, none of these models treat simultaneously
the structure of 6Li and the 4He-d scattering consistently,
while still including a microscopic description of the rel-
evant nuclei. Because of these theoretical limitations,
M1 transitions are often not computed and E1 transi-
tions are typically evaluated using phenomenological pre-
scriptions. In this Letter, we present the first ab initio
prediction of the radiative capture 4He(d, �) 6Li starting
from nucleon-nucleon (NN) and three-nucleon (3N) in-
teractions derived from low-energy quantum chromody-
namics via chiral e↵ective field theory (chiral-EFT) [20].
Our calculation treats scattering and bound states con-

3N force matrix elements up to a total number of single-
particle quanta for the three-body basis of E3max = 14,
and up to Nrel = 9 in the relative motion. We verified
that our results are not impacted by this truncation by
comparing results obtained with 3N contributions up to
Nrel = 7.

Results. We start by comparing our calculations
for the S-factor to existing experimental data [5–7, 9]
(Fig. 1). Overall, when only the SRG-evolved NN po-
tential is considered (dotted black line), our calculation
reproduces well the magnitude of the data but overesti-
mates the position of the peak corresponding to the 6Li
3+ resonance and underestimates the energy of the 6Li
2+ resonance. At low energies, it agrees with the LUNA
measurements (red circles) [9] and is incompatible with
the ones inferred from breakup data (blue squares) [7],
which as discussed before, have been shown to be in-
accurate [8]. When the full Hamiltonian is considered,
i.e., considering both NN and 3N forces (both chiral and
SRG-induced), the 6Li low-energy levels are overall well
reproduced, but we find a ground-state overbound by
⇠ 250 keV (see Supplemental Material). The impact of
3N forces on the S-factor is visible mainly in the posi-
tion of the 3+ and 2+ resonance peaks, which are now
in excellent agreement with the direct measurements of
Mohr et al. (green down-triangles) [5] and Robertson et
al. (black up-triangles) [6]. Additionally, it causes a small
changes in the magnitude and the slope of the S-factor at
low energy, mainly due to the modification in the bind-
ing energy of the 6Li ground-state and its ANCs in the
S (C0) and D (C2) waves (Table I) [36, 37].
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FIG. 1. Predicted S-factor for the 4He(d, �) 6Li compared
with data taken from Refs. [9] (red circles), [7] (blue square),
[5] (green down-triangles) and [6] (black up-triangles). Calcu-
lations are obtained using the SRG-evolved N3LO NN poten-
tial [31] (NN-only) with � = 2 fm�1, the NN+3Nloc [32, 34]
without (NN+3Nloc) and with the phenomenological energy
adjustment (NN+3Nloc-pheno).

Because the ground-state properties influence greatly

NN-only NCSMC NCSMC-pheno Exp. or Eval.
Eg.s. [MeV] -1.848 -1.778 -1.474 -1.4743
C0 [fm�1/2] 2.95 2.89 2.62 2.26(7)
C2 [fm�1/2] -0.0369 -0.0642 -0.0554 -0.077(18)

C2/C0 -0.013 -0.022 -0.021 -0.025(6)(10)
µ [µN ] 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.8220473(6)

TABLE I. Ground-state properties of 6Li (binding energy
Eg.s., ANCs C0, C2 and magnetic moment µ) obtained us-
ing the SRG-evolved N3LO NN potential (NN-only) with
� = 2 fm�1, the NN+3Nloc without (NCSMC) and with the
phenomenological energy adjustment (NCSMC-pheno). The
last column lists the experimental Eg.s. and µ [38], and ANCs
inferred from a phase shift analysis [39]. The first uncertainty
is purely statistical and the second is an estimate of the sys-
tematic error.

the capture at low energy [36, 37], we improve our eval-
uation by correcting the overbinding of the 6Li ground-
state. As in Refs. [24–26, 40], we shift the energy of
the NCSM 1+ ground state and 2+ resonance for the
full NCSMC to reproduce the experimental energies. As
expected, this correction (solid red line) impacts mainly
the low-energy part of the S-factor and the energy close
to the 2+ resonance. The predicted ANCs C0 and C2
are now closer to the values inferred from the low-energy
6Li-4He phase shifts in Ref. [39] (last column of Table I).
In particular, the ratio C0/C2, relevant for other reac-
tion observables such as transfer cross sections, is in ex-
cellent agreement with the previously extracted value of
Ref. [39].

The relative importance of the electromagnetic E2, E1
and M1 transitions varies with energy (Fig. 2). Simi-
larly to previous predictions [10–19], we find that the
E2 transitions dominate the non-resonant and resonant
capture. Di↵erent from those studies, we obtain larger
E2 strengths stemming from the larger value of the pre-
dicted S-wave ANC C0 (second line of Table I). More-
over, our prediction for the M1 component contradicts
the common assumption that M1 transitions are negligi-
ble over the whole energy range. Interestingly, the kink
in the M1 contribution and its enhancement at low ener-
gies are caused by interferences between the M1 matrix
elements of 6Li and d NCSM 1+ ground states. This
M1 shape can therefore not be seen in models which
do not treat consistently both short-range and scatter-
ing physics. The good agreement between our predicted
magnetic moment and the experimental one corroborates
our evaluation (last line in Table I). Finally, our calcu-
lations show that the E1 transitions have a negligible
influence on the S-factor, contrary to what it is usually
predicted. Because the isoscalar part of the E1 opera-
tor cancels, only E1 transitions from Ti = 0 scattering
states to the Tf = 1 component of the 6Li ground state
contribute at low energy [18]. In our calculations, the
Tf = 1 strength of the 6Li ground-state is mainly deter-

3

4He+d threshold
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B Impact of the 3N force on observables
The impact of the chiral 3Nloc and SRG-induced 3N forces on the 6Li low-lying spectrum obtained with
the NCSMC at Nmax = 11 is illustrated in Fig. 1. The zero of energy is taken for the NCSMC calculations
as the predicted 4He-d threshold. Compared to the NN-only calculations (blue spectrum), including
3N force significantly improves the 3+-2+ splitting and the position of the 3+ resonance, which now
has the correct energy and width. Even though the 3Nloc force slightly ameliorates the over-binding of
6Li, it is still over-predicted by 310 keV. This can be partly explained by the non-convergence of the
4He-d threshold and 6Li NCSM ground-state (see E(10) in Table 1). Nevertheless, even at convergence,
i.e., Nmax æ Œ, the 6Li ground state is expected to stay over-bound by approximately 150 keV, due to
the choice of Hamiltonian. As mentioned in the Letter, we correct for this over-binding by adjusting
the NCSM eigenenergy of the 6Li NCSM 1+ ground state in such a way that the NCSMC calculation
reproduces the experimental binding energy (NN+3Nloc-pheno in Fig. 1).

Our predicted spectrum di�ers from Fig. 4 in Ref. [8], mainly because of a di�erence of convention for
the NCSMC calculation, we use di�erent model spaces for the 6Li NCSM states and the relative motion.
The choice adopted in this work is more consistent as we allow the same number of quanta of excitation
in the description of 4He, d, 6Li and the 4He-d relative motion.
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Figure 1: Low-lying spectrum of 6Li obtained with the NCSMC at Nmax = 11 using the
SRG-evolved N3LO NN potential [1] (NN-only) with ⁄ = 2 fm≠1, the NN+3Nloc [2,3] without
(NN+3Nloc) and with the phenomenological energy adjustment (NN+3Nloc-pheno) compared to
experiments [9]. The zero energy is taken as the predicted (resp. experimental) 4He-d threshold
for NCSMC (resp. Exp.).

Fig. 2 shows that the NCSMC predictions obtained without (dashed red lines, NN+3Nloc) and with
the phenomenological adjustment (solid red line, NN+3Nloc-pheno) also agree well with experimental data
for the elastic-scattering 4He(d, d) 4He [9,10]. In particular, the NCSMC calculations reproduce perfectly
the 3+ resonance peak at 1.065 MeV. As expected, adjusting the ground-state energy of 6Li modifies the
non-resonant part mainly at low energy and the decsription of the 2+ resonance peak at 4.26 MeV.
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The rate at which helium (4He) and deuterium (d) fuse together to produce lithium-6 (6Li) and a
� ray, 4He(d, �)6Li, is a critical puzzle piece in resolving the roughly three order of magnitude dis-
crepancy between big bang predictions and astronomical observations for the primordial abundance
of 6Li. The accurate determination of this radiative capture rate requires the quantitative and pre-
dictive description of the fusion probability across the big bang energy window (30 keV . E . 400
keV), where measurements are hindered by low counting rates. We present first-principles (or, ab
initio) predictions of the 4He(d, �)6Li astrophysical S-factor using validated nucleon-nucleon and
three-nucleon interactions derived within the framework of chiral e↵ective field theory. By employ-
ing the ab initio no-core shell model with continuum to describe 4He-d scattering dynamics and
bound 6Li product on equal footing, we accurately and consistently determine the contributions of
the main electromagnetic transitions driving the radiative capture process. Our results reduce by a
factor of ?? the uncertainty of the S-factor between xx and yy keV and reveal an enhancement of the
capture probability below 100 keV owing to previously neglected magnetic dipole (M1) transitions.

Introduction. Already a few minutes after the Big
Bang, light nuclei, such as hydrogen, helium and lithium
isotopes, were present. Knowing the isotopic abundances
of these nuclei at this early time is essential because they
influence the chemical evolution of the Universe. In Big
Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) theory, the isotopic abun-
dances are determined by the baryon-to-photon ratio and
the cross sections of all relevant nuclear reactions [1].
These theoretical predictions can be tested by measur-
ing the composition of metal-poor stars, which carry in-
formation about the isotopic abundances at early stages
of the nucleosynthesis [2]. Overall, the BBN is in good
agreement with these astrophysical measurements except
for the abundances of 7Li, which is overpredicted by a
factor 2-4, and 6Li, which is underpredicted by 3 orders
of magnitude [3]. These discrepancies could be caused
by inaccuracies in the nuclear reaction rates, by beyond
standard model physics or by systematic errors in the
astromonomical observations [4]. It is therefore pressing
to reduce the uncertainty on the cross sections leading to
the formation of 6Li and 7Li.

The BBN of 6Li is dominated by the radiative capture
4He(d, �) 6Li at energies between 30 keV and 400 keV. A
direct measurement of this reaction in the laboratory is
challenging since the Coulomb repulsion between the 4He
and d nuclei strongly suppresses the statistics, causing
large experimental uncertainties. In the last forty years,
direct measurements above the BBN energy range [5, 6],
around the 3+ resonance and above, were performed.
To estimate the capture rate at BBN energies, it was
proposed to measure Coulomb-induced breakup of 6Li
on a Lead target [7]. The underlying idea is that the
Coulomb breakup can be seen as resulting from an ex-

change of virtual photons between the 6Li projectile and
the lead target, and would therefore correspond to the
time-reversed reaction of the radiative capture. How-
ever, it was recently shown that the interferences between
Coulomb- and nuclear-induced breakup cannot be disen-
tangled, and that the S-factor inferred from this measure-
ment is not reliable [8]. Recent direct measurements, per-
formed by the LUNA collaboration at BBN energies (94
keV and 134 keV) [9], disagree with the data of Ref. [7],
confirming that this indirect estimate of the S-factor is
not accurate.

To guide the extrapolation of the existing direct mea-
surements to the whole BBN range of energies, accu-
rate theoretical predictions are needed. At these ener-
gies, only electric dipole (E1), electric quadrupole (E2)
and magnetic dipole (M1) transitions a↵ect the capture
rate. In the past, theoretical calculations of the S-factor
for 4He(d, �) 6Li have been performed using di↵erent
methods such as two-body [10–15], three-body [16–18]
and ab initio inspired two-body models [19]. Although
overall they agree well with the large error bars of the
LUNA data, none of these models treat simultaneously
the structure of 6Li and the 4He-d scattering consistently,
while still including a microscopic description of the rel-
evant nuclei. Because of these theoretical limitations,
M1 transitions are often not computed and E1 transi-
tions are typically evaluated using phenomenological pre-
scriptions. In this Letter, we present the first ab initio
prediction of the radiative capture 4He(d, �) 6Li starting
from nucleon-nucleon (NN) and three-nucleon (3N) in-
teractions derived from low-energy quantum chromody-
namics via chiral e↵ective field theory (chiral-EFT) [20].
Our calculation treats scattering and bound states con-
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The rate at which helium (4He) and deuterium (d) fuse together to produce lithium-6 (6Li) and a
� ray, 4He(d, �)6Li, is a critical puzzle piece in resolving the roughly three order of magnitude dis-
crepancy between big bang predictions and astronomical observations for the primordial abundance
of 6Li. The accurate determination of this radiative capture rate requires the quantitative and pre-
dictive description of the fusion probability across the big bang energy window (30 keV . E . 400
keV), where measurements are hindered by low counting rates. We present first-principles (or, ab
initio) predictions of the 4He(d, �)6Li astrophysical S-factor using validated nucleon-nucleon and
three-nucleon interactions derived within the framework of chiral e↵ective field theory. By employ-
ing the ab initio no-core shell model with continuum to describe 4He-d scattering dynamics and
bound 6Li product on equal footing, we accurately and consistently determine the contributions of
the main electromagnetic transitions driving the radiative capture process. Our results reduce by a
factor of ?? the uncertainty of the S-factor between xx and yy keV and reveal an enhancement of the
capture probability below 100 keV owing to previously neglected magnetic dipole (M1) transitions.

Introduction. Already a few minutes after the Big
Bang, light nuclei, such as hydrogen, helium and lithium
isotopes, were present. Knowing the isotopic abundances
of these nuclei at this early time is essential because they
influence the chemical evolution of the Universe. In Big
Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) theory, the isotopic abun-
dances are determined by the baryon-to-photon ratio and
the cross sections of all relevant nuclear reactions [1].
These theoretical predictions can be tested by measur-
ing the composition of metal-poor stars, which carry in-
formation about the isotopic abundances at early stages
of the nucleosynthesis [2]. Overall, the BBN is in good
agreement with these astrophysical measurements except
for the abundances of 7Li, which is overpredicted by a
factor 2-4, and 6Li, which is underpredicted by 3 orders
of magnitude [3]. These discrepancies could be caused
by inaccuracies in the nuclear reaction rates, by beyond
standard model physics or by systematic errors in the
astromonomical observations [4]. It is therefore pressing
to reduce the uncertainty on the cross sections leading to
the formation of 6Li and 7Li.

The BBN of 6Li is dominated by the radiative capture
4He(d, �) 6Li at energies between 30 keV and 400 keV. A
direct measurement of this reaction in the laboratory is
challenging since the Coulomb repulsion between the 4He
and d nuclei strongly suppresses the statistics, causing
large experimental uncertainties. In the last forty years,
direct measurements above the BBN energy range [5, 6],
around the 3+ resonance and above, were performed.
To estimate the capture rate at BBN energies, it was
proposed to measure Coulomb-induced breakup of 6Li
on a Lead target [7]. The underlying idea is that the
Coulomb breakup can be seen as resulting from an ex-

change of virtual photons between the 6Li projectile and
the lead target, and would therefore correspond to the
time-reversed reaction of the radiative capture. How-
ever, it was recently shown that the interferences between
Coulomb- and nuclear-induced breakup cannot be disen-
tangled, and that the S-factor inferred from this measure-
ment is not reliable [8]. Recent direct measurements, per-
formed by the LUNA collaboration at BBN energies (94
keV and 134 keV) [9], disagree with the data of Ref. [7],
confirming that this indirect estimate of the S-factor is
not accurate.

To guide the extrapolation of the existing direct mea-
surements to the whole BBN range of energies, accu-
rate theoretical predictions are needed. At these ener-
gies, only electric dipole (E1), electric quadrupole (E2)
and magnetic dipole (M1) transitions a↵ect the capture
rate. In the past, theoretical calculations of the S-factor
for 4He(d, �) 6Li have been performed using di↵erent
methods such as two-body [10–15], three-body [16–18]
and ab initio inspired two-body models [19]. Although
overall they agree well with the large error bars of the
LUNA data, none of these models treat simultaneously
the structure of 6Li and the 4He-d scattering consistently,
while still including a microscopic description of the rel-
evant nuclei. Because of these theoretical limitations,
M1 transitions are often not computed and E1 transi-
tions are typically evaluated using phenomenological pre-
scriptions. In this Letter, we present the first ab initio
prediction of the radiative capture 4He(d, �) 6Li starting
from nucleon-nucleon (NN) and three-nucleon (3N) in-
teractions derived from low-energy quantum chromody-
namics via chiral e↵ective field theory (chiral-EFT) [20].
Our calculation treats scattering and bound states con-

sistently, allowing us to estimate accurately the contri-
bution of each electromagnetic transition.

Approach. For capture reactions below the Coulomb
barrier, the typical observable is the astrophysical S-
factor, which is directly deduced from the cross section �

S(E) = E �(E) exp[2⇡⌘], (1)

where ⌘ is the Sommerfeld parameter. At low energies,
the wavelength of the emitted photon is much larger than
the size of the nuclei, and the cross section can be safely
approximated by
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where f and i denote the final bound-state and initial
scattering wavefunction, 1 and 2 correspond to the pro-
jectile (d) and target (4He) nuclei, v is the initial rel-
ative 4He-d velocity, � is the multipolarity of the elec-
tric (� =E) and magnetic (� =M) transition operator
and the notation Ĵf stands for

p
2Jf + 1. The quantum

numbers J , l, s, ⇡, and T are respectively the total and
orbital angular momenta, spin, parity and isospin. The
matrix element in Eq. (2) is evaluated for E1, E2 and M1
operators, which read

ME� = e
AX

j=1

1 + ⌧jz
2

[rj �R(A)
cm ]� (3)

MM1 =
µN

~c

r
3

4⇡

AX

j=1

(gljLj + gsjSj) (4)

where e is the electric charge, µN is the nuclear mag-
neton, R(A)

cm is the center-of-mass coordinate of the A-
nucleon system, gsj , ⌧jz, Sj and Lj are respectively the
gyromagnetic factor, the isospin, spin and orbital angular
momentum (defined with respect to the center-of-mass)
operator of the jth nucleon and glj = 1 for proton and 0
for neutron.

Electric operators (3) depend on the radial coordinate
and are therefore strongly sensitive to the asymptotics
of the ground-state wavefunction, namely its binding en-
ergy and its asymptotic normalization constants (ANCs).
In the case of 4He(d, �) 6Li, E1 transitions are strongly
suppressed because the isoscalar part cancels for nuclei
with the same ratio of number of neutrons to protons,
and the capture is therefore mainly dominated by the E2
component. Nevertheless, two-body models, which do
not treat the isospin explicitly [10, 12–15], evaluate the
isovector part of the E1 operator by adopting the exper-
imental masses of the 4He and d nuclei and predict them
to dominate below 100 keV. Recently, the validity of these

prescriptions has been questioned since they cannot re-
produce the physical energy slope of the S-factor [18].
Moreover, M1 transitions are usually assumed to be neg-
ligible, based on the fact that the operator (4) can be
seen as the sum of a spin Sj and total angular momen-
tum Jj contributions, with the second term canceling
exactly due to the orthogonality of the initial and final
wavefunctions, which are both eigenstates of the under-
lying microscopic Hamiltonian [18, 19, 21]. In this study,
we use an ab initio method which treats scattering and
bound states within the same formalism, allowing us to
evaluate the transition matrix elements with the opera-
tors (3) and (4), without further assumptions.
The no-core shell model with continuum method (NC-

SMC, see Ref. [22] for a recent review) is a tool of choice
as it describes accurately both the static properties of
light nuclei and their dynamics [23–28]. The NCSMC 6-
body wavefunction is given in terms of 6Li no-core shell
model (NCSM) wavefunctions |A�J⇡T i and continuous
4He-d cluster states A⌫

���J⇡T
⌫r

↵
, built from the 4He and

d NCSM states
��� J⇡T

E
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X
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cJ
⇡T
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X
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0
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As this basis is overcomplete, the NCSMC equations
are orthogonalized following the method described in
Ref. [22]. The E1, E2 and M1 matrix elements are evalu-
ated by applying the operators (3) and (4) to the NCSMC
initial and final wavefunctions, their derivations will be
reported in another contribution.
For all calculations presented in this Letter, we use

a basis of many-body harmonic oscillator (HO) wave-
functions with frequency ~! = 20 MeV and include up
to Nmax = 11 quanta above the lowest energy config-
uration of the 6-body system (see the convergence pat-
tern in the Supplemental Material). As seen in previ-
ous works [23, 29, 30], the breakup of the deuteron and
the swelling of the 4He nucleus significantly a↵ect the
ground-state properties and the 4He-d scattering at low
energies. Similar to Ref. [23], these excitations are ac-
counted for e�ciently by including in our description a
discretization of the deuteron continuum and 10 positive-
and 5 negative-parity low lying states of 6Li.
The interaction between the nucleons is simulated

by a state-of-the-art chiral-EFT NN force [31] and 3N
forces [32–34], which provide an accurate description of
both bound and scattering physics (see Supplemental
Material). These interactions are softened using the sim-
ilarity renormalization group (SRG) transformation in
three-body space with a momentum resolution scale of
� = 2 fm�1 [35]. For this value of �, the SRG trans-
formation has a negligible impact on the electromagnetic
operators (see Supplemental Material). We include the

2

3N force matrix elements up to a total number of single-
particle quanta for the three-body basis of E3max = 14,
and up to Nrel = 9 in the relative motion. We verified
that our results are not impacted by this truncation by
comparing results obtained with 3N contributions up to
Nrel = 7.

Results. We start by comparing our calculations
for the S-factor to existing experimental data [5–7, 9]
(Fig. 1). Overall, when only the SRG-evolved NN po-
tential is considered (dotted black line), our calculation
reproduces well the magnitude of the data but overesti-
mates the position of the peak corresponding to the 6Li
3+ resonance and underestimates the energy of the 6Li
2+ resonance. At low energies, it agrees with the LUNA
measurements (red circles) [9] and is incompatible with
the ones inferred from breakup data (blue squares) [7],
which as discussed before, have been shown to be in-
accurate [8]. When the full Hamiltonian is considered,
i.e., considering both NN and 3N forces (both chiral and
SRG-induced), the 6Li low-energy levels are overall well
reproduced, but we find a ground-state overbound by
⇠ 250 keV (see Supplemental Material). The impact of
3N forces on the S-factor is visible mainly in the posi-
tion of the 3+ and 2+ resonance peaks, which are now
in excellent agreement with the direct measurements of
Mohr et al. (green down-triangles) [5] and Robertson et
al. (black up-triangles) [6]. Additionally, it causes a small
changes in the magnitude and the slope of the S-factor at
low energy, mainly due to the modification in the bind-
ing energy of the 6Li ground-state and its ANCs in the
S (C0) and D (C2) waves (Table I) [36, 37].
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FIG. 1. Predicted S-factor for the 4He(d, �) 6Li compared
with data taken from Refs. [9] (red circles), [7] (blue square),
[5] (green down-triangles) and [6] (black up-triangles). Calcu-
lations are obtained using the SRG-evolved N3LO NN poten-
tial [31] (NN-only) with � = 2 fm�1, the NN+3Nloc [32, 34]
without (NN+3Nloc) and with the phenomenological energy
adjustment (NN+3Nloc-pheno).

Because the ground-state properties influence greatly

NN-only NCSMC NCSMC-pheno Exp. or Eval.
Eg.s. [MeV] -1.848 -1.778 -1.474 -1.4743
C0 [fm�1/2] 2.95 2.89 2.62 2.26(7)
C2 [fm�1/2] -0.0369 -0.0642 -0.0554 -0.077(18)

C2/C0 -0.013 -0.022 -0.021 -0.025(6)(10)
µ [µN ] 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.8220473(6)

TABLE I. Ground-state properties of 6Li (binding energy
Eg.s., ANCs C0, C2 and magnetic moment µ) obtained us-
ing the SRG-evolved N3LO NN potential (NN-only) with
� = 2 fm�1, the NN+3Nloc without (NCSMC) and with the
phenomenological energy adjustment (NCSMC-pheno). The
last column lists the experimental Eg.s. and µ [38], and ANCs
inferred from a phase shift analysis [39]. The first uncertainty
is purely statistical and the second is an estimate of the sys-
tematic error.

the capture at low energy [36, 37], we improve our eval-
uation by correcting the overbinding of the 6Li ground-
state. As in Refs. [24–26, 40], we shift the energy of
the NCSM 1+ ground state and 2+ resonance for the
full NCSMC to reproduce the experimental energies. As
expected, this correction (solid red line) impacts mainly
the low-energy part of the S-factor and the energy close
to the 2+ resonance. The predicted ANCs C0 and C2
are now closer to the values inferred from the low-energy
6Li-4He phase shifts in Ref. [39] (last column of Table I).
In particular, the ratio C0/C2, relevant for other reac-
tion observables such as transfer cross sections, is in ex-
cellent agreement with the previously extracted value of
Ref. [39].

The relative importance of the electromagnetic E2, E1
and M1 transitions varies with energy (Fig. 2). Simi-
larly to previous predictions [10–19], we find that the
E2 transitions dominate the non-resonant and resonant
capture. Di↵erent from those studies, we obtain larger
E2 strengths stemming from the larger value of the pre-
dicted S-wave ANC C0 (second line of Table I). More-
over, our prediction for the M1 component contradicts
the common assumption that M1 transitions are negligi-
ble over the whole energy range. Interestingly, the kink
in the M1 contribution and its enhancement at low ener-
gies are caused by interferences between the M1 matrix
elements of 6Li and d NCSM 1+ ground states. This
M1 shape can therefore not be seen in models which
do not treat consistently both short-range and scatter-
ing physics. The good agreement between our predicted
magnetic moment and the experimental one corroborates
our evaluation (last line in Table I). Finally, our calcu-
lations show that the E1 transitions have a negligible
influence on the S-factor, contrary to what it is usually
predicted. Because the isoscalar part of the E1 opera-
tor cancels, only E1 transitions from Ti = 0 scattering
states to the Tf = 1 component of the 6Li ground state
contribute at low energy [18]. In our calculations, the
Tf = 1 strength of the 6Li ground-state is mainly deter-

3

mined by the Tf = 1 component of the NCSM 1+ state
while binary cluster channels do not contribute. In all
model spaces, the Tf = 1 component of the NCSM 1+

state stays small, i.e. T  0.0003, and therefore always
leads to negligible E1 transitions.
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FIG. 2. E2, E1 and M1 components to the predicted S-factor
for the 4He(d, �) 6Li obtained with the full NN+3Nloc and
with the phenomenological energy adjustment. The data fol-
lows the same legend as in Fig. 1.

Conclusions. In this Letter, we carried out the first ab
initio predictions for the radiative capture 4He(d, �) 6Li
at BBN energies starting from chiral EFT NN and 3N
forces. By treating bound and scattering states within
the same formalism, the electromagnetic operators are
obtained using no further approximations. Contrary to
previous studies, our results indicate that the M1 tran-
sitions become increasingly important at low energies,
while the E1 component stays negligible over the whole
energy range. The validity of our evaluation is demon-
strated by the excellent agreement with available S-factor
data, both those at low-energy measured by the LUNA
collaboration and those in the vicinity of the 3+ reso-
nance, and with the experimental magnetic dipole mo-
ment. An interesting prospect would be to obtain abun-
dances of Lithium isotopes from BBN simulations using
our evaluation of the S-factor. The next important step,
which is currently computationally out of reach, would
be to quantify the theoretical uncertainty associated with
our prediction.
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The rate at which helium (4He) and deuterium (d) fuse together to produce lithium-6 (6Li) and a
� ray, 4He(d, �)6Li, is a critical puzzle piece in resolving the roughly three order of magnitude dis-
crepancy between big bang predictions and astronomical observations for the primordial abundance
of 6Li. The accurate determination of this radiative capture rate requires the quantitative and pre-
dictive description of the fusion probability across the big bang energy window (30 keV . E . 400
keV), where measurements are hindered by low counting rates. We present first-principles (or, ab
initio) predictions of the 4He(d, �)6Li astrophysical S-factor using validated nucleon-nucleon and
three-nucleon interactions derived within the framework of chiral e↵ective field theory. By employ-
ing the ab initio no-core shell model with continuum to describe 4He-d scattering dynamics and
bound 6Li product on equal footing, we accurately and consistently determine the contributions of
the main electromagnetic transitions driving the radiative capture process. Our results reduce by a
factor of ?? the uncertainty of the S-factor between xx and yy keV and reveal an enhancement of the
capture probability below 100 keV owing to previously neglected magnetic dipole (M1) transitions.

Introduction. Already a few minutes after the Big
Bang, light nuclei, such as hydrogen, helium and lithium
isotopes, were present. Knowing the isotopic abundances
of these nuclei at this early time is essential because they
influence the chemical evolution of the Universe. In Big
Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) theory, the isotopic abun-
dances are determined by the baryon-to-photon ratio and
the cross sections of all relevant nuclear reactions [1].
These theoretical predictions can be tested by measur-
ing the composition of metal-poor stars, which carry in-
formation about the isotopic abundances at early stages
of the nucleosynthesis [2]. Overall, the BBN is in good
agreement with these astrophysical measurements except
for the abundances of 7Li, which is overpredicted by a
factor 2-4, and 6Li, which is underpredicted by 3 orders
of magnitude [3]. These discrepancies could be caused
by inaccuracies in the nuclear reaction rates, by beyond
standard model physics or by systematic errors in the
astromonomical observations [4]. It is therefore pressing
to reduce the uncertainty on the cross sections leading to
the formation of 6Li and 7Li.

The BBN of 6Li is dominated by the radiative capture
4He(d, �) 6Li at energies between 30 keV and 400 keV. A
direct measurement of this reaction in the laboratory is
challenging since the Coulomb repulsion between the 4He
and d nuclei strongly suppresses the statistics, causing
large experimental uncertainties. In the last forty years,
direct measurements above the BBN energy range [5, 6],
around the 3+ resonance and above, were performed.
To estimate the capture rate at BBN energies, it was
proposed to measure Coulomb-induced breakup of 6Li
on a Lead target [7]. The underlying idea is that the
Coulomb breakup can be seen as resulting from an ex-

change of virtual photons between the 6Li projectile and
the lead target, and would therefore correspond to the
time-reversed reaction of the radiative capture. How-
ever, it was recently shown that the interferences between
Coulomb- and nuclear-induced breakup cannot be disen-
tangled, and that the S-factor inferred from this measure-
ment is not reliable [8]. Recent direct measurements, per-
formed by the LUNA collaboration at BBN energies (94
keV and 134 keV) [9], disagree with the data of Ref. [7],
confirming that this indirect estimate of the S-factor is
not accurate.

To guide the extrapolation of the existing direct mea-
surements to the whole BBN range of energies, accu-
rate theoretical predictions are needed. At these ener-
gies, only electric dipole (E1), electric quadrupole (E2)
and magnetic dipole (M1) transitions a↵ect the capture
rate. In the past, theoretical calculations of the S-factor
for 4He(d, �) 6Li have been performed using di↵erent
methods such as two-body [10–15], three-body [16–18]
and ab initio inspired two-body models [19]. Although
overall they agree well with the large error bars of the
LUNA data, none of these models treat simultaneously
the structure of 6Li and the 4He-d scattering consistently,
while still including a microscopic description of the rel-
evant nuclei. Because of these theoretical limitations,
M1 transitions are often not computed and E1 transi-
tions are typically evaluated using phenomenological pre-
scriptions. In this Letter, we present the first ab initio
prediction of the radiative capture 4He(d, �) 6Li starting
from nucleon-nucleon (NN) and three-nucleon (3N) in-
teractions derived from low-energy quantum chromody-
namics via chiral e↵ective field theory (chiral-EFT) [20].
Our calculation treats scattering and bound states con-

Low energy S-factor consistent with LUNA data, below the 6Li Coulomb breakup data

Figure 2: Comparison of the predicted elastic-scattering 4He(d, d) 4He cross section at the
deuteron backscattered angle ◊d = 164¶ with experimental data [10,11].

C Convergence of the S-factor for 4
He(d, “)

6
Li

We illustrate in Fig. 3 the convergence of the S-factor for 4He(d, “) 6Li with Nmax. Our calculations
converge rapidly; already at Nmax = 7 the non-resonant part of the S-factor is accurate. Allowing for
larger model spaces (Nmax Ø 9) improves the S-factor in the vicinity of the 3+ resonance peak, which now
falls on top of the data, but leaves the low-energy part largely unchanged. For the convergence in the
number of deuteron pseudostates, we observe a similar pattern to the one displayed in Fig. 1 of Ref. [8].
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Figure 3: Convergence of the S-factor for 4He(d, “) 6Li obtained using the Hamiltonian NN+3Nloc
with Nmax. The experimental data are from Refs. [12] (red circles), [13] (blue square), [14] (green
down-triangles) and [15] (black up-triangles).

3

D Negligible influence of SRG on M1 contributions
We also investigated the importance of the SRG transformation on the electromagnetic matrix elements.
Because E1 and E2 operators are long-range, their matrix elements depend mainly on the wavefunctions
at large distances and the SRG transformation has a negligible impact [16]. For the M1 operator, the
situation is di�erent as it is the sum of an angular momentum and spin operators, therefore being more
sensitive to the short-range physics. In the NCSMC description of 4He(d, “) 6Li, the M1 strengths result
mainly from the internal M1 transitions of 6Li and d NCSM 1+ ground states. To evaluate the e�ect of
the SRG, we compare in Fig. 4 calculations obtained with these dominant matrix elements evaluated
with the M1 operator SRG-evolved in two-body space (dotted green line) and with a bare M1 operator
(dashed green line). The modifications are small and have a negligible e�ect on the total S-factor (solid
and dash-dotted red lines).
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Figure 4: Influence of the SRG transformation on the M1 operator. The experimental data
follow the same legend as in Fig. 3.
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The rate at which helium (4He) and deuterium (d) fuse together to produce lithium-6 (6Li) and a
� ray, 4He(d, �)6Li, is a critical puzzle piece in resolving the roughly three order of magnitude dis-
crepancy between big bang predictions and astronomical observations for the primordial abundance
of 6Li. The accurate determination of this radiative capture rate requires the quantitative and pre-
dictive description of the fusion probability across the big bang energy window (30 keV . E . 400
keV), where measurements are hindered by low counting rates. We present first-principles (or, ab
initio) predictions of the 4He(d, �)6Li astrophysical S-factor using validated nucleon-nucleon and
three-nucleon interactions derived within the framework of chiral e↵ective field theory. By employ-
ing the ab initio no-core shell model with continuum to describe 4He-d scattering dynamics and
bound 6Li product on equal footing, we accurately and consistently determine the contributions of
the main electromagnetic transitions driving the radiative capture process. Our results reduce by a
factor of ?? the uncertainty of the S-factor between xx and yy keV and reveal an enhancement of the
capture probability below 100 keV owing to previously neglected magnetic dipole (M1) transitions.

Introduction. Already a few minutes after the Big
Bang, light nuclei, such as hydrogen, helium and lithium
isotopes, were present. Knowing the isotopic abundances
of these nuclei at this early time is essential because they
influence the chemical evolution of the Universe. In Big
Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) theory, the isotopic abun-
dances are determined by the baryon-to-photon ratio and
the cross sections of all relevant nuclear reactions [1].
These theoretical predictions can be tested by measur-
ing the composition of metal-poor stars, which carry in-
formation about the isotopic abundances at early stages
of the nucleosynthesis [2]. Overall, the BBN is in good
agreement with these astrophysical measurements except
for the abundances of 7Li, which is overpredicted by a
factor 2-4, and 6Li, which is underpredicted by 3 orders
of magnitude [3]. These discrepancies could be caused
by inaccuracies in the nuclear reaction rates, by beyond
standard model physics or by systematic errors in the
astromonomical observations [4]. It is therefore pressing
to reduce the uncertainty on the cross sections leading to
the formation of 6Li and 7Li.

The BBN of 6Li is dominated by the radiative capture
4He(d, �) 6Li at energies between 30 keV and 400 keV. A
direct measurement of this reaction in the laboratory is
challenging since the Coulomb repulsion between the 4He
and d nuclei strongly suppresses the statistics, causing
large experimental uncertainties. In the last forty years,
direct measurements above the BBN energy range [5, 6],
around the 3+ resonance and above, were performed.
To estimate the capture rate at BBN energies, it was
proposed to measure Coulomb-induced breakup of 6Li
on a Lead target [7]. The underlying idea is that the
Coulomb breakup can be seen as resulting from an ex-

change of virtual photons between the 6Li projectile and
the lead target, and would therefore correspond to the
time-reversed reaction of the radiative capture. How-
ever, it was recently shown that the interferences between
Coulomb- and nuclear-induced breakup cannot be disen-
tangled, and that the S-factor inferred from this measure-
ment is not reliable [8]. Recent direct measurements, per-
formed by the LUNA collaboration at BBN energies (94
keV and 134 keV) [9], disagree with the data of Ref. [7],
confirming that this indirect estimate of the S-factor is
not accurate.

To guide the extrapolation of the existing direct mea-
surements to the whole BBN range of energies, accu-
rate theoretical predictions are needed. At these ener-
gies, only electric dipole (E1), electric quadrupole (E2)
and magnetic dipole (M1) transitions a↵ect the capture
rate. In the past, theoretical calculations of the S-factor
for 4He(d, �) 6Li have been performed using di↵erent
methods such as two-body [10–15], three-body [16–18]
and ab initio inspired two-body models [19]. Although
overall they agree well with the large error bars of the
LUNA data, none of these models treat simultaneously
the structure of 6Li and the 4He-d scattering consistently,
while still including a microscopic description of the rel-
evant nuclei. Because of these theoretical limitations,
M1 transitions are often not computed and E1 transi-
tions are typically evaluated using phenomenological pre-
scriptions. In this Letter, we present the first ab initio
prediction of the radiative capture 4He(d, �) 6Li starting
from nucleon-nucleon (NN) and three-nucleon (3N) in-
teractions derived from low-energy quantum chromody-
namics via chiral e↵ective field theory (chiral-EFT) [20].
Our calculation treats scattering and bound states con-

Thermonuclear reaction rate smaller than NACRE II evaluation, agreement with LUNA result with less uncertainty 
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as a function of temperature, density, and composition
allows one to implement this condition in the SSM.

! Energy is transported by radiation and convection.
The solar envelope, about 2.6% of the Sun by mass, is
convective. Radiative transport dominates in the inte-
rior, r & 0:72R", and thus in the core region where
thermonuclear reactions take place. The opacity is sen-
sitive to composition.

! The Sun generates energy through hydrogen burning,
Eq. (2). Figure 1 shows the competition between the pp
chain and CNO cycles as a function of temperature:
The relatively cool temperatures of the solar core favor
the pp chain, which in the SSM produces #99% of the
Sun’s energy. The reactions contributing to the pp chain

and CNO bicycle are shown in Fig. 2. The SSM requires
input rates for each of the contributing reactions, which
are customarily provided as S factors, defined below.
Typically cross sections are measured at somewhat
higher energies, where rates are larger, then extrapolated
to the solar energies of interest. Corrections also must be
made for the differences in the screening environments
of terrestrial targets and the solar plasma.

! The model is constrained to produce today’s solar
radius, mass, and luminosity. The primordial Sun’s
metal abundances are generally determined from a
combination of photospheric and meteoritic abundan-
ces, while the initial 4He=H ratio is adjusted to repro-
duce, after 4.6 Gyr of evolution, the modern Sun’s
luminosity.

The SSM predicts that as the Sun evolves, the core
He abundance increases, the opacity and core temperature
rise, and the luminosity increases (by a total of #44% over
4.6 Gyr). The details of this evolution depend on a variety of
model input parameters and their uncertainties: the photon
luminosity L", the mean radiative opacity, the solar age, the
diffusion coefficients describing the gravitational settling of
He and metals, the abundances of the key metals, and the
rates of the nuclear reactions.

If the various nuclear rates are precisely known, the com-
petition between burning paths can be used as a sensitive
diagnostic of the central temperature of the Sun. Neutrinos
probe this competition, as the relative rates of the ppI, ppII,
and ppIII cycles comprising the pp chain can be determined
from the fluxes of the pp=pep, 7Be, and 8B neutrinos. This
is one of the reasons that laboratory astrophysics efforts to
provide precise nuclear cross section data have been so
closely connected with solar neutrino detection.

Helioseismology provides a second way to probe the solar
interior, and thus the physics of the radiative zone that the
SSM was designed to describe. The sound speed profile cðrÞ
has been determined rather precisely over the outer 90% of

FIG. 1. The stellar energy production as a function of temperature
for the pp chain and CN cycle, showing the dominance of the
former at solar temperatures. Solar metallicity has been assumed.
The dot denotes conditions in the solar core: The Sun is powered
dominantly by the pp chain.

FIG. 2 (color online). The left frame shows the three principal cycles comprising the pp chain (ppI, ppII, and ppIII), with branching
percentages indicated, each of which is ‘‘tagged’’ by a distinctive neutrino. Also shown is the minor branch 3Heþ p ! 4Heþ eþ þ !e,
which burns only#10'7 of 3He, but produces the most energetic neutrinos. The right frame shows the CNO bicycle. The CN cycle, marked I,
produces about 1% of solar energy and significant fluxes of solar neutrinos.
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Fig. 8: Left panel shows the cycles of the pp chain with branching percentages
indicated. The right panel shows the CNO bicycle. Reproduced from Ref. [116]
where further details are given.

3He+p weak capture, see Fig. 8). Consequently, it plays a significant role in exper-
imental verification of the standard solar model [117, 118] and in the discovery of
the neutrino oscillations [119].

If temperature in the core of a star increases, helium burning can occur. Two
sets of reactions dominate helium burning. The first converts the 4He into 12C in
the triple-a reaction that proceeds mostly sequentially: a+a !8Be forming the
8Be g.s. resonance with a lifetime of the order of 10�16 s followed by the radiative
capture of the third a particle, 8Be(a ,g)12C, which is strongly enhanced by the 0+

resonance, the so-called Hoyle state [120], just above the triple-a threshold in 12C.
Once 12C builds up, 16O can be produce by the a capture reaction 12C(a ,g)16O.
Reaction rates of these two reactions ultimately determine the carbon-to-oxygen
ratio which subsequently impacts production of heavier elements.

With a further temperature increase in the core of a star, burning of heavier ele-
ments such as 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 28Si will occur and produce elements up to iron.

Accurate knowledge of nuclear cross sections of reactions involved in various
stellar burning cycles in particular in the energy range relevant for the Gamow win-
dow of the respective reactions is crucial for the validation of the standard solar
model, for understanding the fluxes of solar neutrinos, as well as for our under-
standing of abundances of elements in the universe.

Ab Initio Calculations of Reactions Important for Astrophysics

A predictive nuclear theory would greatly help our understanding of nuclear reac-
tions important for astrophysics. Typically, capture, transfer or other reactions take
place in the Cosmos at energies much lower than those accessible by experiments. A
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as a function of temperature, density, and composition
allows one to implement this condition in the SSM.

! Energy is transported by radiation and convection.
The solar envelope, about 2.6% of the Sun by mass, is
convective. Radiative transport dominates in the inte-
rior, r & 0:72R", and thus in the core region where
thermonuclear reactions take place. The opacity is sen-
sitive to composition.

! The Sun generates energy through hydrogen burning,
Eq. (2). Figure 1 shows the competition between the pp
chain and CNO cycles as a function of temperature:
The relatively cool temperatures of the solar core favor
the pp chain, which in the SSM produces #99% of the
Sun’s energy. The reactions contributing to the pp chain

and CNO bicycle are shown in Fig. 2. The SSM requires
input rates for each of the contributing reactions, which
are customarily provided as S factors, defined below.
Typically cross sections are measured at somewhat
higher energies, where rates are larger, then extrapolated
to the solar energies of interest. Corrections also must be
made for the differences in the screening environments
of terrestrial targets and the solar plasma.

! The model is constrained to produce today’s solar
radius, mass, and luminosity. The primordial Sun’s
metal abundances are generally determined from a
combination of photospheric and meteoritic abundan-
ces, while the initial 4He=H ratio is adjusted to repro-
duce, after 4.6 Gyr of evolution, the modern Sun’s
luminosity.

The SSM predicts that as the Sun evolves, the core
He abundance increases, the opacity and core temperature
rise, and the luminosity increases (by a total of #44% over
4.6 Gyr). The details of this evolution depend on a variety of
model input parameters and their uncertainties: the photon
luminosity L", the mean radiative opacity, the solar age, the
diffusion coefficients describing the gravitational settling of
He and metals, the abundances of the key metals, and the
rates of the nuclear reactions.

If the various nuclear rates are precisely known, the com-
petition between burning paths can be used as a sensitive
diagnostic of the central temperature of the Sun. Neutrinos
probe this competition, as the relative rates of the ppI, ppII,
and ppIII cycles comprising the pp chain can be determined
from the fluxes of the pp=pep, 7Be, and 8B neutrinos. This
is one of the reasons that laboratory astrophysics efforts to
provide precise nuclear cross section data have been so
closely connected with solar neutrino detection.

Helioseismology provides a second way to probe the solar
interior, and thus the physics of the radiative zone that the
SSM was designed to describe. The sound speed profile cðrÞ
has been determined rather precisely over the outer 90% of

FIG. 1. The stellar energy production as a function of temperature
for the pp chain and CN cycle, showing the dominance of the
former at solar temperatures. Solar metallicity has been assumed.
The dot denotes conditions in the solar core: The Sun is powered
dominantly by the pp chain.

FIG. 2 (color online). The left frame shows the three principal cycles comprising the pp chain (ppI, ppII, and ppIII), with branching
percentages indicated, each of which is ‘‘tagged’’ by a distinctive neutrino. Also shown is the minor branch 3Heþ p ! 4Heþ eþ þ !e,
which burns only#10'7 of 3He, but produces the most energetic neutrinos. The right frame shows the CNO bicycle. The CN cycle, marked I,
produces about 1% of solar energy and significant fluxes of solar neutrinos.
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Fig. 8: Left panel shows the cycles of the pp chain with branching percentages
indicated. The right panel shows the CNO bicycle. Reproduced from Ref. [116]
where further details are given.

3He+p weak capture, see Fig. 8). Consequently, it plays a significant role in exper-
imental verification of the standard solar model [117, 118] and in the discovery of
the neutrino oscillations [119].

If temperature in the core of a star increases, helium burning can occur. Two
sets of reactions dominate helium burning. The first converts the 4He into 12C in
the triple-a reaction that proceeds mostly sequentially: a+a !8Be forming the
8Be g.s. resonance with a lifetime of the order of 10�16 s followed by the radiative
capture of the third a particle, 8Be(a ,g)12C, which is strongly enhanced by the 0+

resonance, the so-called Hoyle state [120], just above the triple-a threshold in 12C.
Once 12C builds up, 16O can be produce by the a capture reaction 12C(a ,g)16O.
Reaction rates of these two reactions ultimately determine the carbon-to-oxygen
ratio which subsequently impacts production of heavier elements.

With a further temperature increase in the core of a star, burning of heavier ele-
ments such as 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 28Si will occur and produce elements up to iron.

Accurate knowledge of nuclear cross sections of reactions involved in various
stellar burning cycles in particular in the energy range relevant for the Gamow win-
dow of the respective reactions is crucial for the validation of the standard solar
model, for understanding the fluxes of solar neutrinos, as well as for our under-
standing of abundances of elements in the universe.

Ab Initio Calculations of Reactions Important for Astrophysics

A predictive nuclear theory would greatly help our understanding of nuclear reac-
tions important for astrophysics. Typically, capture, transfer or other reactions take
place in the Cosmos at energies much lower than those accessible by experiments. A
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as a function of temperature, density, and composition
allows one to implement this condition in the SSM.

! Energy is transported by radiation and convection.
The solar envelope, about 2.6% of the Sun by mass, is
convective. Radiative transport dominates in the inte-
rior, r & 0:72R", and thus in the core region where
thermonuclear reactions take place. The opacity is sen-
sitive to composition.

! The Sun generates energy through hydrogen burning,
Eq. (2). Figure 1 shows the competition between the pp
chain and CNO cycles as a function of temperature:
The relatively cool temperatures of the solar core favor
the pp chain, which in the SSM produces #99% of the
Sun’s energy. The reactions contributing to the pp chain

and CNO bicycle are shown in Fig. 2. The SSM requires
input rates for each of the contributing reactions, which
are customarily provided as S factors, defined below.
Typically cross sections are measured at somewhat
higher energies, where rates are larger, then extrapolated
to the solar energies of interest. Corrections also must be
made for the differences in the screening environments
of terrestrial targets and the solar plasma.

! The model is constrained to produce today’s solar
radius, mass, and luminosity. The primordial Sun’s
metal abundances are generally determined from a
combination of photospheric and meteoritic abundan-
ces, while the initial 4He=H ratio is adjusted to repro-
duce, after 4.6 Gyr of evolution, the modern Sun’s
luminosity.

The SSM predicts that as the Sun evolves, the core
He abundance increases, the opacity and core temperature
rise, and the luminosity increases (by a total of #44% over
4.6 Gyr). The details of this evolution depend on a variety of
model input parameters and their uncertainties: the photon
luminosity L", the mean radiative opacity, the solar age, the
diffusion coefficients describing the gravitational settling of
He and metals, the abundances of the key metals, and the
rates of the nuclear reactions.

If the various nuclear rates are precisely known, the com-
petition between burning paths can be used as a sensitive
diagnostic of the central temperature of the Sun. Neutrinos
probe this competition, as the relative rates of the ppI, ppII,
and ppIII cycles comprising the pp chain can be determined
from the fluxes of the pp=pep, 7Be, and 8B neutrinos. This
is one of the reasons that laboratory astrophysics efforts to
provide precise nuclear cross section data have been so
closely connected with solar neutrino detection.

Helioseismology provides a second way to probe the solar
interior, and thus the physics of the radiative zone that the
SSM was designed to describe. The sound speed profile cðrÞ
has been determined rather precisely over the outer 90% of

FIG. 1. The stellar energy production as a function of temperature
for the pp chain and CN cycle, showing the dominance of the
former at solar temperatures. Solar metallicity has been assumed.
The dot denotes conditions in the solar core: The Sun is powered
dominantly by the pp chain.

FIG. 2 (color online). The left frame shows the three principal cycles comprising the pp chain (ppI, ppII, and ppIII), with branching
percentages indicated, each of which is ‘‘tagged’’ by a distinctive neutrino. Also shown is the minor branch 3Heþ p ! 4Heþ eþ þ !e,
which burns only#10'7 of 3He, but produces the most energetic neutrinos. The right frame shows the CNO bicycle. The CN cycle, marked I,
produces about 1% of solar energy and significant fluxes of solar neutrinos.
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Fig. 8: Left panel shows the cycles of the pp chain with branching percentages
indicated. The right panel shows the CNO bicycle. Reproduced from Ref. [116]
where further details are given.

3He+p weak capture, see Fig. 8). Consequently, it plays a significant role in exper-
imental verification of the standard solar model [117, 118] and in the discovery of
the neutrino oscillations [119].

If temperature in the core of a star increases, helium burning can occur. Two
sets of reactions dominate helium burning. The first converts the 4He into 12C in
the triple-a reaction that proceeds mostly sequentially: a+a !8Be forming the
8Be g.s. resonance with a lifetime of the order of 10�16 s followed by the radiative
capture of the third a particle, 8Be(a ,g)12C, which is strongly enhanced by the 0+

resonance, the so-called Hoyle state [120], just above the triple-a threshold in 12C.
Once 12C builds up, 16O can be produce by the a capture reaction 12C(a ,g)16O.
Reaction rates of these two reactions ultimately determine the carbon-to-oxygen
ratio which subsequently impacts production of heavier elements.

With a further temperature increase in the core of a star, burning of heavier ele-
ments such as 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 28Si will occur and produce elements up to iron.

Accurate knowledge of nuclear cross sections of reactions involved in various
stellar burning cycles in particular in the energy range relevant for the Gamow win-
dow of the respective reactions is crucial for the validation of the standard solar
model, for understanding the fluxes of solar neutrinos, as well as for our under-
standing of abundances of elements in the universe.

Ab Initio Calculations of Reactions Important for Astrophysics

A predictive nuclear theory would greatly help our understanding of nuclear reac-
tions important for astrophysics. Typically, capture, transfer or other reactions take
place in the Cosmos at energies much lower than those accessible by experiments. A
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as a function of temperature, density, and composition
allows one to implement this condition in the SSM.

! Energy is transported by radiation and convection.
The solar envelope, about 2.6% of the Sun by mass, is
convective. Radiative transport dominates in the inte-
rior, r & 0:72R", and thus in the core region where
thermonuclear reactions take place. The opacity is sen-
sitive to composition.

! The Sun generates energy through hydrogen burning,
Eq. (2). Figure 1 shows the competition between the pp
chain and CNO cycles as a function of temperature:
The relatively cool temperatures of the solar core favor
the pp chain, which in the SSM produces #99% of the
Sun’s energy. The reactions contributing to the pp chain

and CNO bicycle are shown in Fig. 2. The SSM requires
input rates for each of the contributing reactions, which
are customarily provided as S factors, defined below.
Typically cross sections are measured at somewhat
higher energies, where rates are larger, then extrapolated
to the solar energies of interest. Corrections also must be
made for the differences in the screening environments
of terrestrial targets and the solar plasma.

! The model is constrained to produce today’s solar
radius, mass, and luminosity. The primordial Sun’s
metal abundances are generally determined from a
combination of photospheric and meteoritic abundan-
ces, while the initial 4He=H ratio is adjusted to repro-
duce, after 4.6 Gyr of evolution, the modern Sun’s
luminosity.

The SSM predicts that as the Sun evolves, the core
He abundance increases, the opacity and core temperature
rise, and the luminosity increases (by a total of #44% over
4.6 Gyr). The details of this evolution depend on a variety of
model input parameters and their uncertainties: the photon
luminosity L", the mean radiative opacity, the solar age, the
diffusion coefficients describing the gravitational settling of
He and metals, the abundances of the key metals, and the
rates of the nuclear reactions.

If the various nuclear rates are precisely known, the com-
petition between burning paths can be used as a sensitive
diagnostic of the central temperature of the Sun. Neutrinos
probe this competition, as the relative rates of the ppI, ppII,
and ppIII cycles comprising the pp chain can be determined
from the fluxes of the pp=pep, 7Be, and 8B neutrinos. This
is one of the reasons that laboratory astrophysics efforts to
provide precise nuclear cross section data have been so
closely connected with solar neutrino detection.

Helioseismology provides a second way to probe the solar
interior, and thus the physics of the radiative zone that the
SSM was designed to describe. The sound speed profile cðrÞ
has been determined rather precisely over the outer 90% of

FIG. 1. The stellar energy production as a function of temperature
for the pp chain and CN cycle, showing the dominance of the
former at solar temperatures. Solar metallicity has been assumed.
The dot denotes conditions in the solar core: The Sun is powered
dominantly by the pp chain.

FIG. 2 (color online). The left frame shows the three principal cycles comprising the pp chain (ppI, ppII, and ppIII), with branching
percentages indicated, each of which is ‘‘tagged’’ by a distinctive neutrino. Also shown is the minor branch 3Heþ p ! 4Heþ eþ þ !e,
which burns only#10'7 of 3He, but produces the most energetic neutrinos. The right frame shows the CNO bicycle. The CN cycle, marked I,
produces about 1% of solar energy and significant fluxes of solar neutrinos.
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Fig. 8: Left panel shows the cycles of the pp chain with branching percentages
indicated. The right panel shows the CNO bicycle. Reproduced from Ref. [116]
where further details are given.

3He+p weak capture, see Fig. 8). Consequently, it plays a significant role in exper-
imental verification of the standard solar model [117, 118] and in the discovery of
the neutrino oscillations [119].

If temperature in the core of a star increases, helium burning can occur. Two
sets of reactions dominate helium burning. The first converts the 4He into 12C in
the triple-a reaction that proceeds mostly sequentially: a+a !8Be forming the
8Be g.s. resonance with a lifetime of the order of 10�16 s followed by the radiative
capture of the third a particle, 8Be(a ,g)12C, which is strongly enhanced by the 0+

resonance, the so-called Hoyle state [120], just above the triple-a threshold in 12C.
Once 12C builds up, 16O can be produce by the a capture reaction 12C(a ,g)16O.
Reaction rates of these two reactions ultimately determine the carbon-to-oxygen
ratio which subsequently impacts production of heavier elements.

With a further temperature increase in the core of a star, burning of heavier ele-
ments such as 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 28Si will occur and produce elements up to iron.

Accurate knowledge of nuclear cross sections of reactions involved in various
stellar burning cycles in particular in the energy range relevant for the Gamow win-
dow of the respective reactions is crucial for the validation of the standard solar
model, for understanding the fluxes of solar neutrinos, as well as for our under-
standing of abundances of elements in the universe.

Ab Initio Calculations of Reactions Important for Astrophysics

A predictive nuclear theory would greatly help our understanding of nuclear reac-
tions important for astrophysics. Typically, capture, transfer or other reactions take
place in the Cosmos at energies much lower than those accessible by experiments. A
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FIG. 1. 7Be+p eigenphase shifts (solid lines) and 3S1 and
5S2 diagonal phase shifts (dashed lines) obtained from the
NCSMC approach with the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interaction.

the 7Be+p system but also in gaining a handle on the
uncertainty in our theoretical predictions.

In the past decade there has been significant e↵ort [23–
28] aimed at quantifying theoretical uncertainties lead-
ing to an increased predictive capability for calculations.
In particular, �EFT provides a systematic expansion of
the nuclear interaction in powers of an expansion pa-
rameter Q < 1. The truncation of this expansion at an
order n is expected to give rise to errors that can be
quantified [24–26, 29], by combining consistent calcula-
tions performed at di↵erent truncation orders in �EFT.
In this work we use the NN interactions defined in [30],
denoted by N3LO⇤, and [31], denoted by N2LO, N3LO,
and N4LO. The NN interactions are supplemented by the
3N interaction of [32] with both local (3Nloc) [33, 34] and
local plus non-local (3Nlnl) regulators [28, 35]. Finally, a
3N interaction employing a local plus non-local regulator
but with an added sub-leading contact term enhancing
the strength of the spin-orbit interaction (the E7 term),
as described in [36], was also employed (3N⇤

lnl). A list of
all NN+3N combinations that are employed in this work
can be found in Table I. The interactions described in
Ref. [31] are a consistent set and we expect truncation
errors extracted from their di↵erences to be similar to
errors for other parametrizations.

In all calculations the interaction was softened using
a similarity renormalization group (SRG) transforma-
tion [37], that induces many-body forces included up
to three-body level. The four- and higher-body induced
terms are small at the �SRG=2.0 fm�1 resolution scale
used in present calculations [38]. The NCSM calcula-
tions of the 7Be and 8B nuclei were carried out allowing
for up to nine quanta of excitation (Nmax = 9) for nat-
ural parity states and Nmax = 10 for the negative parity
states of 8B. The relative motion between the two frag-
ments was also computed within the same Nmax = 9(10)

space for positive (negative) parity channels. The har-
monic oscillator parameter ~⌦ was chosen at 20 MeV
which minimizes the ground-state energies of investi-
gated nuclei. The reaction channel basis states are con-
structed by taking into account the first five states of 7Be
(J⇡ = 3/2�, 1/2�, 7/2�, 5/2�, 5/2�). Earlier work [39]
has demonstrated that this choice is su�cient to reach
convergence in channel basis expansion. The NCSM sec-
tor of the NCSMC wave function is spanned by the ten
lowest energy states of 8B for each parity value, with spin
values ranging from J = 0 to J = 4.
As an example of obtained results, we present in Fig. 1

the 7Be+p phase shifts obtained using the N4LO+3N⇤
lnl

chiral interaction. The positive parity eigenphase shifts
show the well-established 1+

1 and 3+
1 resonances as well

as predictions of several other broader resonances. Un-
like previous NCSM/RGM calculations [40], the NCSMC
S-wave phase shifts manifest scattering length signs con-
sistent with those determined in recent measurements
(negative for 5S2, positive for 3S1) [41]. It should be
noted that using this parametrization of the NN+3N in-
teraction the resulting 2+

1 state in 8B here is slightly un-
bound. The very narrow near-threshold 2+ resonance
is not visible in the figure. We find that it is di�cult
to produce a bound 8B ground state, with the excep-
tion of the N3LO+3Nloc interaction which reproduces the
ground state energy at the 30 keV level. Owing to the
parity di↵erence between the ground state of 8B (2+) an
that of 7Be (3/2�), the low-energy cross section of the
7Be(p, �)8B radiative capture proceeds via an E1 tran-
sition [42]. While the bare E1 operator has a one-body
form, a consistent SRG evolution to the same scale as the
interaction, will induce many-body parts. These contri-
butions were found to be of a short-range nature [43],
thus we expect their contribution to be small in a cal-
culation involving a loosely bound system, such as 8B.
Operators of the M1/E2 types contribute at higher ener-
gies and are treated using a closure approximation of the
8B NCSM states and 7Be+p channels [20].

The 7Be(p, �)8B S-factor is sensitive to the spatial ex-
tent of the 8B wave function, that is in turn determined
by the ground state binding energy of 136(1) keV [44].
While it is impossible to exactly reproduce this bind-
ing energy in all NN+3N interaction models used in this
study, especially when considering all sources of uncer-
tainty, it is possible to adjust the NCSMC inputs so that
the overall binding energy reproduces the experimental
value, as done for example in [45]. This phenomenolog-
ical correction, dubbed NCSMC-pheno, is performed by
shifting the NCSM eigenenergies of 7Be so that the exci-
tation energies (and therefore thresholds) match the ex-
perimental ones exactly. This matching ensures that de-
caying states have the correct phase space available, cor-
responding to their energy. Furthermore, the 8B NCSM
eigenenergies in the 2+, 1+, 3+ channels are also mod-
ified to bring the bound and unbound NCSMC states
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The �-decay of 8B, formed by the radiative capture of a proton on 7Be, is the source of the
majority of solar neutrinos measured on earth. Due to the the strong Coulomb repulsion of the
reactants, there has not yet been an experiment able to measure this 7Be(p, �)8B reaction rate at
astrophysically relevant energies. Therefore it is necessary to use theory to extrapolate measurements
to lower energies, resulting in a low-energy astrophysical S-factor uncertainty dominated by theory
components. We have performed a set of first-principle calculations of the 7Be(p, �)8B reaction in an
e↵ort to provide an independent prediction of the low-energy S-factor with quantified uncertainties.
We find that nuclear interactions derived from chiral e↵ective field theory quantitatively reproduce
the 8B spectrum, as well as the 7Be(p, �)8B radiative capture cross section. By truncating the
chiral expansion at various orders, we extract an estimate for the uncertainty stemming from the
missing physics in the nuclear interaction. Further analysis demonstrates underlying features in
the predicted S-factor, and allows us to combine theoretical calculations and experimental data to
produce an evaluated prediction. We expect the calculations and uncertainty quantification process
described here to set the standard for future first-principle calculations of light-ion astrophysical
reactions.

Astrophysical reactions powering low-mass stars such
as our sun have been at the center of theoretical and
experimental attention ever since nuclear reactions were
proposed as a mechanism for nucleosynthesis and energy
generation in stellar interiors [1, 2]. As a result, solar
fusion reactions are amongst the most precisely mea-
sured and thoroughly evaluated nuclear reactions; see
for example Refs. [3, 4] and references therein. Occur-
ring at the tail end of the proton-proton chain, the ra-
diative capture of a proton by a 7Be nucleus produc-
ing an 8B nucleus (or 7Be(p, �)8B reaction) is key in
determining the solar neutrino flux measured in terres-
trial observatories [5, 6]. Given its importance, it has
been measured multiple times over the years with vari-
ous techniques [7–15]. However, due to Coulomb repul-
sion between the proton and the 7Be nucleus, a direct
measurement at the astrophysically relevant energies is
still missing, and theory calculations [16, 17] are used
to extrapolate. As a result, the uncertainty in the cur-
rently recommended [4] value of the zero-energy S-factor,
S17(0) = 20.8± 0.7(expt)± 1.4(theory) eV·barn, is dom-
inated by theoretical contributions.

First-principle (or ab initio) theoretical approaches
provide an independent prediction of nuclear reaction
observables, with the interaction between nucleons being
their sole input. Consequently, the bulk of the theoretical
uncertainty of ab initio calculations will come from the
nuclear interaction employed. In this Letter we present
first-principle calculations of the 7Be+p system, includ-
ing the 7Be(p, �)8B reaction, using nucleon-nucleon (NN)
and three-nucleon (3N) interactions derived from chiral
e↵ective field theory (�EFT), with the goal of extracting
universal features of the system, and removing (in part)

the uncertainty that stems from the choice of a specific
interaction parametrization.
The no-core shell model with continuum (NCSMC),

first introduced in [18, 19], is a first-principle technique
that has been successful in delivering predictive calcula-
tions of nuclear properties of light nuclei by combining
bound and dynamic descriptions of an A-nucleon system
(see Ref. [20] for an in depth review of results). In the
NCSMC, the A-body Schrödinger equation for a total
angular momentum J and parity ⇡ is solved for both
bound and scattering boundary conditions by means of
a variational ansatz that takes the form

| J⇡

i =
X

�

c�|�AJ⇡i+
X

⌫

Z
r2dr

�J⇡

⌫ (r)

r
Â⌫ |�J⇡

⌫r i. (1)

Here, the states |�AJ⇡i are obtained from the no-core
shell model (NCSM) [21], and represent the �-th bound-
like solution to theA-body Schrödinger equation. The so-
called reaction channel basis states A⌫ |�J⇡

⌫r i correspond
to totally antisymmetric binary-cluster states where the
interacting nuclei (in this case 7Be and p) are a distance
r apart. The collective index ⌫ corresponds to all asymp-
totic quantum numbers (internal states, spins, and pari-
ties of the fragments, relative angular momentum `, and
spin s). The unknown discrete parameters c� and am-
plitudes �J⇡

⌫ (r) are then determined via the microscopic
R-matrix method [22].
In the NCSMC, the nucleon is treated as the funda-

mental degree of freedom, with all A nucleons considered
”active”. Therefore, the same NN+3N interaction deter-
mines both the intrinsic wave functions obtained in the
NCSM, as well as the reaction dynamics between the two
fragments. The use of �EFT-derived interactions is thus
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Cp1/2 Cp1/2 a1 a2 S17(0)

N2LO+3Nlnl 0.384 0.691 4.36 -0.49 23.5

N3LO+3Nlnl 0.390 0.678 1.25 -4.66 23.1

N4LO+3Nlnl 0.354 0.669 1.58 -4.38 21.7

N4LO+3N⇤
lnl 0.343 0.621 1.26 -4.95 19.4

N3LO⇤+3Nlnl 0.334 0.663 0.03 -7.16 21.2

N3LO⇤+3Nloc 0.308 0.584 2.54 -3.42 16.8

TABLE I. Values for asymptotic normalization coe�cients
(ANCs) in fm�1/2, scattering lengths in fm, and zero-energy
S-factor S17 in eV·b obtained from the set of interactions used
in this work, after applying a phenomenological correction
(see text) to the 8B bound-state energy.

The calculated astrophysical S factor shown in Fig. 2
was obtained within this NCSMC-pheno approach. We
compare results obtained with N3LO⇤+3Nlnl and the
N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interactions to experimental data. The cal-
culations reproduce well the contributions due to M1/E2
transitions from the 1+ resonance (sharp peak at ⇠
0.6 MeV), and to a lesser extent from the 3+ resonance
(⇠ 2.2 MeV), to the 2+ ground state of 8B. As a re-
sult of the phenomenological corrections, the two res-
onances appear at slightly lower energies than seen in
Fig. 1. The shifts are of the order of a few tens of
keVs (check this), and the position of the 1+ resonance
is about 100 keV lower than the NNDC and TUNL eval-
uation reported value of 0.77 MeV. The calculations us-
ing the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interaction matches well the direct
measurement data from Junghans [34] starting at the 1+

resonance in the whole displayed range, including the
3+ bump. At low energies, below the 1+ resonance,
the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl results are slightly below the Junghans
data, while the N3LO⇤+3Nlnl match them well. However,
this choice of interaction overestimates the data some-
what at higher energies.

The multiple calculations of the 7Be + p system al-
low for a more systematic look at its inherent properties
without focusing on a specific interaction. Indeed, the
use of various chiral order truncations and di↵ering reg-
ulators gives us a window to the universal properties of
the system, as described by �EFT, since neither the form
of the interaction (due to di↵erent diagrams included at
each order), nor any specific parametrization of the in-
teraction is used.

As has been previously pointed out [35, 36], a linear re-
lation exists between the S-factor at zero energy and the
sum of the squares of the ANCs (C2

p1/2
+C2

p3/2
). We ob-

serve such a relation (see Fig. 3a), with all NCSMC calcu-
lations lying along a line with slope 38.53 ± 1.45 eV·b·fm.
It is worth repeating that the interactions shown here are
fundamentally di↵erent; from the inclusion of di↵erent
�EFT diagrams, to di↵erent parametrizations and 3N-
force regulator forms, they nevertheless still exhibit this
simple pattern. The uncertainty in the points (propa-
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FIG. 2. Astrophysical S factor of the 7Be(p,�)8B radiative
capture obtained from the NCSMC-pheno approach with the
N3LO⇤+3Nlnl (blue line) and the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl (red line) in-
teractions compared to experimental data. The bottom panel
focuses on the low-energy part and shows the evaluation of
S17(0) with its uncertainty [4] (orange box).

gated to the linear regression fit parameters) corresponds
to an estimate of the chiral truncation uncertainty for
each interaction. We note that while the error bars shown
for the theoretical calculations in Fig. 3a are chiral trun-
cation estimates, they should not be treated as uncorre-
lated errors; the linear relation between the ANCs and
the S-factor is inherent in the equations being solved not
the specific interaction. Thus, any change in the interac-
tion that would shift the sum of the ANCs to a di↵erent
value would correspondingly shift the S-factor according
to the linear fit. The tight uncertainty band on the fitted
line implies that if one were able to measure ANCs ac-
curately, the resulting theoretical uncertainty would be
orders of magnitude smaller than the currently recom-
mended value. Nevertheless, ANCs are not observables,
so instead we look to correlations between the S-factor at
zero energy and some higher energy, where experimental

3

Cp1/2 Cp1/2 a1 a2 S17(0)

N2LO+3Nlnl 0.384 0.691 4.36 -0.49 23.5

N3LO+3Nlnl 0.390 0.678 1.25 -4.66 23.1

N4LO+3Nlnl 0.354 0.669 1.58 -4.38 21.7

N4LO+3N⇤
lnl 0.343 0.621 1.26 -4.95 19.4

N3LO⇤+3Nlnl 0.334 0.663 0.03 -7.16 21.2

N3LO⇤+3Nloc 0.308 0.584 2.54 -3.42 16.8

TABLE I. Values for asymptotic normalization coe�cients
(ANCs) in fm�1/2, scattering lengths in fm, and zero-energy
S-factor S17 in eV·b obtained from the set of interactions used
in this work, after applying a phenomenological correction
(see text) to the 8B bound-state energy.

The calculated astrophysical S factor shown in Fig. 2
was obtained within this NCSMC-pheno approach. We
compare results obtained with N3LO⇤+3Nlnl and the
N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interactions to experimental data. The cal-
culations reproduce well the contributions due to M1/E2
transitions from the 1+ resonance (sharp peak at ⇠
0.6 MeV), and to a lesser extent from the 3+ resonance
(⇠ 2.2 MeV), to the 2+ ground state of 8B. As a re-
sult of the phenomenological corrections, the two res-
onances appear at slightly lower energies than seen in
Fig. 1. The shifts are of the order of a few tens of
keVs (check this), and the position of the 1+ resonance
is about 100 keV lower than the NNDC and TUNL eval-
uation reported value of 0.77 MeV. The calculations us-
ing the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interaction matches well the direct
measurement data from Junghans [34] starting at the 1+

resonance in the whole displayed range, including the
3+ bump. At low energies, below the 1+ resonance,
the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl results are slightly below the Junghans
data, while the N3LO⇤+3Nlnl match them well. However,
this choice of interaction overestimates the data some-
what at higher energies.

The multiple calculations of the 7Be + p system al-
low for a more systematic look at its inherent properties
without focusing on a specific interaction. Indeed, the
use of various chiral order truncations and di↵ering reg-
ulators gives us a window to the universal properties of
the system, as described by �EFT, since neither the form
of the interaction (due to di↵erent diagrams included at
each order), nor any specific parametrization of the in-
teraction is used.

As has been previously pointed out [35, 36], a linear re-
lation exists between the S-factor at zero energy and the
sum of the squares of the ANCs (C2

p1/2
+C2

p3/2
). We ob-

serve such a relation (see Fig. 3a), with all NCSMC calcu-
lations lying along a line with slope 38.53 ± 1.45 eV·b·fm.
It is worth repeating that the interactions shown here are
fundamentally di↵erent; from the inclusion of di↵erent
�EFT diagrams, to di↵erent parametrizations and 3N-
force regulator forms, they nevertheless still exhibit this
simple pattern. The uncertainty in the points (propa-
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FIG. 2. Astrophysical S factor of the 7Be(p,�)8B radiative
capture obtained from the NCSMC-pheno approach with the
N3LO⇤+3Nlnl (blue line) and the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl (red line) in-
teractions compared to experimental data. The bottom panel
focuses on the low-energy part and shows the evaluation of
S17(0) with its uncertainty [4] (orange box).

gated to the linear regression fit parameters) corresponds
to an estimate of the chiral truncation uncertainty for
each interaction. We note that while the error bars shown
for the theoretical calculations in Fig. 3a are chiral trun-
cation estimates, they should not be treated as uncorre-
lated errors; the linear relation between the ANCs and
the S-factor is inherent in the equations being solved not
the specific interaction. Thus, any change in the interac-
tion that would shift the sum of the ANCs to a di↵erent
value would correspondingly shift the S-factor according
to the linear fit. The tight uncertainty band on the fitted
line implies that if one were able to measure ANCs ac-
curately, the resulting theoretical uncertainty would be
orders of magnitude smaller than the currently recom-
mended value. Nevertheless, ANCs are not observables,
so instead we look to correlations between the S-factor at
zero energy and some higher energy, where experimental

3

Cp1/2 Cp3/2 a1 a2 S17(0)

N2LO+3Nlnl 0.384 0.691 4.4(1) -0.5(1) 23.9

N3LO+3Nlnl 0.390 0.678 1.3(1) -4.7(1) 23.5

N4LO+3Nlnl 0.354 0.669 1.6(1) -4.4(1) 22.0

N4LO+3N⇤
lnl 0.343 0.621 1.3(1) -5.0(1) 19.3

N3LO⇤+3Nlnl 0.334 0.663 0.1(1) -7.7(1) 21.1

N3LO⇤+3Nloc 0.308 0.584 2.5(1) -3.6(2) 16.8

Ref. [41] 0.315(9) 0.66(2) 17.34+1.11
�1.33 -3.18+0.55

�0.50

TABLE I. Values for asymptotic normalization coe�cients
(ANCs) in fm�1/2, scattering lengths in fm, and zero-energy
S-factor S17 in eV·b obtained from the set of interactions used
in this work, after applying a phenomenological correction
(see text) to the 8B bound-state as well as the 1+ and 3+

resonance energies.

eigenenergies in the 2+, 1+, 3+ channels are also mod-
ified to bring the bound and unbound NCSMC states
in the experimentally observed positions. The resulting
features of the calculations, scattering lengths, asymp-
totic normalization coe�cients (ANCs), and zero-energy
S-factor, after the shifts are shown in Table I. We con-
sider this approach to be an ab initio guided evaluation
process where experimental data are fed into the theoret-
ical prediction to correct small deficiencies of the nuclear
interaction, and results in greater predictive capability.

The calculated astrophysical S factor shown in Fig. 2
was obtained within this NCSMC-pheno approach. We
compare results obtained with N3LO⇤+3Nlnl and the
N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interactions to experimental data. The cal-
culations reproduce well the contributions due to M1/E2
transitions from the 1+ resonance (sharp peak at ⇠
0.6 MeV), and to a lesser extent from the 3+ resonance
(⇠ 2.2 MeV), to the 2+ ground state of 8B. As a result
of the phenomenological corrections, the two resonances
appear at slightly lower energies than seen in Fig. 1 that
shows results of the original (uncorrected) NCSMC cal-
culation. The shifts are of the order of a few tens of
keVs. The calculation using the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interaction
matches well the direct measurement from Junghans [46]
starting at the 1+ resonance in the whole displayed range,
including the 3+ bump. At low energies, below the 1+

resonance, the N4LO+3N⇤
lnl results are slightly below the

Junghans data, while the N3LO⇤+3Nlnl reproduces them
well. However, this choice of interaction overestimates
the data somewhat at higher energies. The multiple
calculations of the 7Be + p system allow for a more sys-
tematic look at its inherent properties without focusing
on a specific interaction. Indeed, the use of various chi-
ral order truncations and di↵ering regulators gives us a
window to the universal properties of the system, as de-
scribed by �EFT, since neither the form of the interaction
(due to di↵erent diagrams included at each order), nor
any specific parametrization of the interaction is used.

As has been previously pointed out [47, 48], a linear re-

FIG. 2. Astrophysical S factor of the 7Be(p,�)8B radiative
capture obtained from the NCSMC-pheno approach with the
N3LO⇤+3Nlnl (blue line) and the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl (red line) in-
teractions compared to experimental data. The inset shows
the low-energy part and shows the evaluation of S17(0) with
its uncertainty [4] (orange box).

lation exists between the S-factor at zero energy and the
sum of the squares of the ANCs (C2

p1/2
+C2

p3/2
). We ob-

serve such a relation (see Fig. 3a), with all NCSMC calcu-
lations lying along a line with slope 38.53 ± 1.45 eV·b·fm.
It is worth repeating that the interactions shown here are
fundamentally di↵erent; from the inclusion of di↵erent
�EFT diagrams, to di↵erent parametrizations and 3N-
force regulator forms, they nevertheless still exhibit this
simple pattern. The uncertainty in the points (propa-
gated to the linear regression fit parameters) corresponds
to an estimate of the chiral truncation uncertainty for
each interaction. We note that while the error bars shown
for the theoretical calculations in Fig. 3a are chiral trun-
cation estimates, they should not be treated as uncorre-
lated errors; the linear relation between the ANCs and
the S-factor is inherent in the equations being solved not
the specific interaction. Thus, any change in the interac-
tion that would shift the sum of the ANCs to a di↵erent
value would correspondingly shift the S-factor according
to the linear fit. The tight uncertainty band on the fitted
line implies that if one were able to measure ANCs ac-
curately, the resulting theoretical uncertainty would be
orders of magnitude smaller than the currently recom-
mended value. Nevertheless, ANCs are not observables,
so instead we look to correlations between the S-factor at
zero energy and some higher energy, where experimental
measurements can be performed.

We find a similar connection between the low-energy
S-factor at energies ECM < 0.45 MeV, with the calcula-
tions deviating from a linear behavior only slightly. As
an example in Fig 3b we show the correlation between
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The �-decay of 8B, formed by the radiative capture of a proton on 7Be, is the source of the
majority of solar neutrinos measured on earth. Due to the the strong Coulomb repulsion of the
reactants, there has not yet been an experiment able to measure this 7Be(p, �)8B reaction rate at
astrophysically relevant energies. Therefore it is necessary to use theory to extrapolate measurements
to lower energies, resulting in a low-energy astrophysical S-factor uncertainty dominated by theory
components. We have performed a set of first-principle calculations of the 7Be(p, �)8B reaction in an
e↵ort to provide an independent prediction of the low-energy S-factor with quantified uncertainties.
We find that nuclear interactions derived from chiral e↵ective field theory quantitatively reproduce
the 8B spectrum, as well as the 7Be(p, �)8B radiative capture cross section. By truncating the
chiral expansion at various orders, we extract an estimate for the uncertainty stemming from the
missing physics in the nuclear interaction. Further analysis demonstrates underlying features in
the predicted S-factor, and allows us to combine theoretical calculations and experimental data to
produce an evaluated prediction. We expect the calculations and uncertainty quantification process
described here to set the standard for future first-principle calculations of light-ion astrophysical
reactions.

Astrophysical reactions powering low-mass stars such
as our sun have been at the center of theoretical and
experimental attention ever since nuclear reactions were
proposed as a mechanism for nucleosynthesis and energy
generation in stellar interiors [1, 2]. As a result, solar
fusion reactions are amongst the most precisely mea-
sured and thoroughly evaluated nuclear reactions; see
for example Refs. [3, 4] and references therein. Occur-
ring at the tail end of the proton-proton chain, the ra-
diative capture of a proton by a 7Be nucleus produc-
ing an 8B nucleus (or 7Be(p, �)8B reaction) is key in
determining the solar neutrino flux measured in terres-
trial observatories [5, 6]. Given its importance, it has
been measured multiple times over the years with vari-
ous techniques [7–15]. However, due to Coulomb repul-
sion between the proton and the 7Be nucleus, a direct
measurement at the astrophysically relevant energies is
still missing, and theory calculations [16, 17] are used
to extrapolate. As a result, the uncertainty in the cur-
rently recommended [4] value of the zero-energy S-factor,
S17(0) = 20.8± 0.7(expt)± 1.4(theory) eV·barn, is dom-
inated by theoretical contributions.

First-principle (or ab initio) theoretical approaches
provide an independent prediction of nuclear reaction
observables, with the interaction between nucleons being
their sole input. Consequently, the bulk of the theoretical
uncertainty of ab initio calculations will come from the
nuclear interaction employed. In this Letter we present
first-principle calculations of the 7Be+p system, includ-
ing the 7Be(p, �)8B reaction, using nucleon-nucleon (NN)
and three-nucleon (3N) interactions derived from chiral
e↵ective field theory (�EFT), with the goal of extracting
universal features of the system, and removing (in part)

the uncertainty that stems from the choice of a specific
interaction parametrization.

The no-core shell model with continuum (NCSMC),
first introduced in [18, 19], is a first-principle technique
that has been successful in delivering predictive calcula-
tions of nuclear properties of light nuclei by combining
bound and dynamic descriptions of an A-nucleon system
(see Ref. [20] for an in depth review of results). In the
NCSMC, the A-body Schrödinger equation for a total
angular momentum J and parity ⇡ is solved for both
bound and scattering boundary conditions by means of
a variational ansatz that takes the form

| J⇡

i =
X

�

c�|�AJ⇡i+
X

⌫

Z
r2dr

�J⇡

⌫ (r)

r
Â⌫ |�J⇡

⌫r i. (1)

Here, the states |�AJ⇡i are obtained from the no-core
shell model (NCSM) [21], and represent the �-th bound-
like solution to theA-body Schrödinger equation. The so-
called reaction channel basis states A⌫ |�J⇡

⌫r i correspond
to totally antisymmetric binary-cluster states where the
interacting nuclei (in this case 7Be and p) are a distance
r apart. The collective index ⌫ corresponds to all asymp-
totic quantum numbers (internal states, spins, and pari-
ties of the fragments, relative angular momentum `, and
spin s). The unknown discrete parameters c� and am-
plitudes �J⇡

⌫ (r) are then determined via the microscopic
R-matrix method [22].
In the NCSMC, the nucleon is treated as the funda-

mental degree of freedom, with all A nucleons considered
”active”. Therefore, the same NN+3N interaction deter-
mines both the intrinsic wave functions obtained in the
NCSM, as well as the reaction dynamics between the two
fragments. The use of �EFT-derived interactions is thus
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Cp1/2 Cp1/2 a1 a2 S17(0)

N2LO+3Nlnl 0.384 0.691 4.36 -0.49 23.5

N3LO+3Nlnl 0.390 0.678 1.25 -4.66 23.1

N4LO+3Nlnl 0.354 0.669 1.58 -4.38 21.7

N4LO+3N⇤
lnl 0.343 0.621 1.26 -4.95 19.4

N3LO⇤+3Nlnl 0.334 0.663 0.03 -7.16 21.2

N3LO⇤+3Nloc 0.308 0.584 2.54 -3.42 16.8

TABLE I. Values for asymptotic normalization coe�cients
(ANCs) in fm�1/2, scattering lengths in fm, and zero-energy
S-factor S17 in eV·b obtained from the set of interactions used
in this work, after applying a phenomenological correction
(see text) to the 8B bound-state energy.

The calculated astrophysical S factor shown in Fig. 2
was obtained within this NCSMC-pheno approach. We
compare results obtained with N3LO⇤+3Nlnl and the
N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interactions to experimental data. The cal-
culations reproduce well the contributions due to M1/E2
transitions from the 1+ resonance (sharp peak at ⇠
0.6 MeV), and to a lesser extent from the 3+ resonance
(⇠ 2.2 MeV), to the 2+ ground state of 8B. As a re-
sult of the phenomenological corrections, the two res-
onances appear at slightly lower energies than seen in
Fig. 1. The shifts are of the order of a few tens of
keVs (check this), and the position of the 1+ resonance
is about 100 keV lower than the NNDC and TUNL eval-
uation reported value of 0.77 MeV. The calculations us-
ing the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interaction matches well the direct
measurement data from Junghans [34] starting at the 1+

resonance in the whole displayed range, including the
3+ bump. At low energies, below the 1+ resonance,
the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl results are slightly below the Junghans
data, while the N3LO⇤+3Nlnl match them well. However,
this choice of interaction overestimates the data some-
what at higher energies.

The multiple calculations of the 7Be + p system al-
low for a more systematic look at its inherent properties
without focusing on a specific interaction. Indeed, the
use of various chiral order truncations and di↵ering reg-
ulators gives us a window to the universal properties of
the system, as described by �EFT, since neither the form
of the interaction (due to di↵erent diagrams included at
each order), nor any specific parametrization of the in-
teraction is used.

As has been previously pointed out [35, 36], a linear re-
lation exists between the S-factor at zero energy and the
sum of the squares of the ANCs (C2

p1/2
+C2

p3/2
). We ob-

serve such a relation (see Fig. 3a), with all NCSMC calcu-
lations lying along a line with slope 38.53 ± 1.45 eV·b·fm.
It is worth repeating that the interactions shown here are
fundamentally di↵erent; from the inclusion of di↵erent
�EFT diagrams, to di↵erent parametrizations and 3N-
force regulator forms, they nevertheless still exhibit this
simple pattern. The uncertainty in the points (propa-
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FIG. 2. Astrophysical S factor of the 7Be(p,�)8B radiative
capture obtained from the NCSMC-pheno approach with the
N3LO⇤+3Nlnl (blue line) and the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl (red line) in-
teractions compared to experimental data. The bottom panel
focuses on the low-energy part and shows the evaluation of
S17(0) with its uncertainty [4] (orange box).

gated to the linear regression fit parameters) corresponds
to an estimate of the chiral truncation uncertainty for
each interaction. We note that while the error bars shown
for the theoretical calculations in Fig. 3a are chiral trun-
cation estimates, they should not be treated as uncorre-
lated errors; the linear relation between the ANCs and
the S-factor is inherent in the equations being solved not
the specific interaction. Thus, any change in the interac-
tion that would shift the sum of the ANCs to a di↵erent
value would correspondingly shift the S-factor according
to the linear fit. The tight uncertainty band on the fitted
line implies that if one were able to measure ANCs ac-
curately, the resulting theoretical uncertainty would be
orders of magnitude smaller than the currently recom-
mended value. Nevertheless, ANCs are not observables,
so instead we look to correlations between the S-factor at
zero energy and some higher energy, where experimental

3

Cp1/2 Cp3/2 a1 a2 S17(0)

N2LO+3Nlnl 0.384 0.691 4.4(1) -0.5(1) 23.9

N3LO+3Nlnl 0.390 0.678 1.3(1) -4.7(1) 23.5

N4LO+3Nlnl 0.354 0.669 1.6(1) -4.4(1) 22.0

N4LO+3N⇤
lnl 0.343 0.621 1.3(1) -5.0(1) 19.3

N3LO⇤+3Nlnl 0.334 0.663 0.1(1) -7.7(1) 21.1

N3LO⇤+3Nloc 0.308 0.584 2.5(1) -3.6(2) 16.8

Ref. [41] 0.315(9) 0.66(2) 17.34+1.11
�1.33 -3.18+0.55

�0.50

TABLE I. Values for asymptotic normalization coe�cients
(ANCs) in fm�1/2, scattering lengths in fm, and zero-energy
S-factor S17 in eV·b obtained from the set of interactions used
in this work, after applying a phenomenological correction
(see text) to the 8B bound-state as well as the 1+ and 3+

resonance energies.

eigenenergies in the 2+, 1+, 3+ channels are also mod-
ified to bring the bound and unbound NCSMC states
in the experimentally observed positions. The resulting
features of the calculations, scattering lengths, asymp-
totic normalization coe�cients (ANCs), and zero-energy
S-factor, after the shifts are shown in Table I. We con-
sider this approach to be an ab initio guided evaluation
process where experimental data are fed into the theoret-
ical prediction to correct small deficiencies of the nuclear
interaction, and results in greater predictive capability.

The calculated astrophysical S factor shown in Fig. 2
was obtained within this NCSMC-pheno approach. We
compare results obtained with N3LO⇤+3Nlnl and the
N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interactions to experimental data. The cal-
culations reproduce well the contributions due to M1/E2
transitions from the 1+ resonance (sharp peak at ⇠
0.6 MeV), and to a lesser extent from the 3+ resonance
(⇠ 2.2 MeV), to the 2+ ground state of 8B. As a result
of the phenomenological corrections, the two resonances
appear at slightly lower energies than seen in Fig. 1 that
shows results of the original (uncorrected) NCSMC cal-
culation. The shifts are of the order of a few tens of
keVs. The calculation using the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interaction
matches well the direct measurement from Junghans [46]
starting at the 1+ resonance in the whole displayed range,
including the 3+ bump. At low energies, below the 1+

resonance, the N4LO+3N⇤
lnl results are slightly below the

Junghans data, while the N3LO⇤+3Nlnl reproduces them
well. However, this choice of interaction overestimates
the data somewhat at higher energies. The multiple
calculations of the 7Be + p system allow for a more sys-
tematic look at its inherent properties without focusing
on a specific interaction. Indeed, the use of various chi-
ral order truncations and di↵ering regulators gives us a
window to the universal properties of the system, as de-
scribed by �EFT, since neither the form of the interaction
(due to di↵erent diagrams included at each order), nor
any specific parametrization of the interaction is used.

As has been previously pointed out [47, 48], a linear re-

FIG. 2. Astrophysical S factor of the 7Be(p,�)8B radiative
capture obtained from the NCSMC-pheno approach with the
N3LO⇤+3Nlnl (blue line) and the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl (red line) in-
teractions compared to experimental data. The inset shows
the low-energy part and shows the evaluation of S17(0) with
its uncertainty [4] (orange box).

lation exists between the S-factor at zero energy and the
sum of the squares of the ANCs (C2

p1/2
+C2

p3/2
). We ob-

serve such a relation (see Fig. 3a), with all NCSMC calcu-
lations lying along a line with slope 38.53 ± 1.45 eV·b·fm.
It is worth repeating that the interactions shown here are
fundamentally di↵erent; from the inclusion of di↵erent
�EFT diagrams, to di↵erent parametrizations and 3N-
force regulator forms, they nevertheless still exhibit this
simple pattern. The uncertainty in the points (propa-
gated to the linear regression fit parameters) corresponds
to an estimate of the chiral truncation uncertainty for
each interaction. We note that while the error bars shown
for the theoretical calculations in Fig. 3a are chiral trun-
cation estimates, they should not be treated as uncorre-
lated errors; the linear relation between the ANCs and
the S-factor is inherent in the equations being solved not
the specific interaction. Thus, any change in the interac-
tion that would shift the sum of the ANCs to a di↵erent
value would correspondingly shift the S-factor according
to the linear fit. The tight uncertainty band on the fitted
line implies that if one were able to measure ANCs ac-
curately, the resulting theoretical uncertainty would be
orders of magnitude smaller than the currently recom-
mended value. Nevertheless, ANCs are not observables,
so instead we look to correlations between the S-factor at
zero energy and some higher energy, where experimental
measurements can be performed.

We find a similar connection between the low-energy
S-factor at energies ECM < 0.45 MeV, with the calcula-
tions deviating from a linear behavior only slightly. As
an example in Fig 3b we show the correlation between
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The �-decay of 8B, formed by the radiative capture of a proton on 7Be, is the source of the
majority of solar neutrinos measured on earth. Due to the the strong Coulomb repulsion of the
reactants, there has not yet been an experiment able to measure this 7Be(p, �)8B reaction rate at
astrophysically relevant energies. Therefore it is necessary to use theory to extrapolate measurements
to lower energies, resulting in a low-energy astrophysical S-factor uncertainty dominated by theory
components. We have performed a set of first-principle calculations of the 7Be(p, �)8B reaction in an
e↵ort to provide an independent prediction of the low-energy S-factor with quantified uncertainties.
We find that nuclear interactions derived from chiral e↵ective field theory quantitatively reproduce
the 8B spectrum, as well as the 7Be(p, �)8B radiative capture cross section. By truncating the
chiral expansion at various orders, we extract an estimate for the uncertainty stemming from the
missing physics in the nuclear interaction. Further analysis demonstrates underlying features in
the predicted S-factor, and allows us to combine theoretical calculations and experimental data to
produce an evaluated prediction. We expect the calculations and uncertainty quantification process
described here to set the standard for future first-principle calculations of light-ion astrophysical
reactions.

Astrophysical reactions powering low-mass stars such
as our sun have been at the center of theoretical and
experimental attention ever since nuclear reactions were
proposed as a mechanism for nucleosynthesis and energy
generation in stellar interiors [1, 2]. As a result, solar
fusion reactions are amongst the most precisely mea-
sured and thoroughly evaluated nuclear reactions; see
for example Refs. [3, 4] and references therein. Occur-
ring at the tail end of the proton-proton chain, the ra-
diative capture of a proton by a 7Be nucleus produc-
ing an 8B nucleus (or 7Be(p, �)8B reaction) is key in
determining the solar neutrino flux measured in terres-
trial observatories [5, 6]. Given its importance, it has
been measured multiple times over the years with vari-
ous techniques [7–15]. However, due to Coulomb repul-
sion between the proton and the 7Be nucleus, a direct
measurement at the astrophysically relevant energies is
still missing, and theory calculations [16, 17] are used
to extrapolate. As a result, the uncertainty in the cur-
rently recommended [4] value of the zero-energy S-factor,
S17(0) = 20.8± 0.7(expt)± 1.4(theory) eV·barn, is dom-
inated by theoretical contributions.

First-principle (or ab initio) theoretical approaches
provide an independent prediction of nuclear reaction
observables, with the interaction between nucleons being
their sole input. Consequently, the bulk of the theoretical
uncertainty of ab initio calculations will come from the
nuclear interaction employed. In this Letter we present
first-principle calculations of the 7Be+p system, includ-
ing the 7Be(p, �)8B reaction, using nucleon-nucleon (NN)
and three-nucleon (3N) interactions derived from chiral
e↵ective field theory (�EFT), with the goal of extracting
universal features of the system, and removing (in part)

the uncertainty that stems from the choice of a specific
interaction parametrization.
The no-core shell model with continuum (NCSMC),

first introduced in [18, 19], is a first-principle technique
that has been successful in delivering predictive calcula-
tions of nuclear properties of light nuclei by combining
bound and dynamic descriptions of an A-nucleon system
(see Ref. [20] for an in depth review of results). In the
NCSMC, the A-body Schrödinger equation for a total
angular momentum J and parity ⇡ is solved for both
bound and scattering boundary conditions by means of
a variational ansatz that takes the form

| J⇡

i =
X

�

c�|�AJ⇡i+
X

⌫

Z
r2dr

�J⇡

⌫ (r)

r
Â⌫ |�J⇡

⌫r i. (1)

Here, the states |�AJ⇡i are obtained from the no-core
shell model (NCSM) [21], and represent the �-th bound-
like solution to theA-body Schrödinger equation. The so-
called reaction channel basis states A⌫ |�J⇡

⌫r i correspond
to totally antisymmetric binary-cluster states where the
interacting nuclei (in this case 7Be and p) are a distance
r apart. The collective index ⌫ corresponds to all asymp-
totic quantum numbers (internal states, spins, and pari-
ties of the fragments, relative angular momentum `, and
spin s). The unknown discrete parameters c� and am-
plitudes �J⇡

⌫ (r) are then determined via the microscopic
R-matrix method [22].
In the NCSMC, the nucleon is treated as the funda-

mental degree of freedom, with all A nucleons considered
”active”. Therefore, the same NN+3N interaction deter-
mines both the intrinsic wave functions obtained in the
NCSM, as well as the reaction dynamics between the two
fragments. The use of �EFT-derived interactions is thus
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Cp1/2 Cp1/2 a1 a2 S17(0)

N2LO+3Nlnl 0.384 0.691 4.36 -0.49 23.5

N3LO+3Nlnl 0.390 0.678 1.25 -4.66 23.1

N4LO+3Nlnl 0.354 0.669 1.58 -4.38 21.7

N4LO+3N⇤
lnl 0.343 0.621 1.26 -4.95 19.4

N3LO⇤+3Nlnl 0.334 0.663 0.03 -7.16 21.2

N3LO⇤+3Nloc 0.308 0.584 2.54 -3.42 16.8

TABLE I. Values for asymptotic normalization coe�cients
(ANCs) in fm�1/2, scattering lengths in fm, and zero-energy
S-factor S17 in eV·b obtained from the set of interactions used
in this work, after applying a phenomenological correction
(see text) to the 8B bound-state energy.

The calculated astrophysical S factor shown in Fig. 2
was obtained within this NCSMC-pheno approach. We
compare results obtained with N3LO⇤+3Nlnl and the
N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interactions to experimental data. The cal-
culations reproduce well the contributions due to M1/E2
transitions from the 1+ resonance (sharp peak at ⇠
0.6 MeV), and to a lesser extent from the 3+ resonance
(⇠ 2.2 MeV), to the 2+ ground state of 8B. As a re-
sult of the phenomenological corrections, the two res-
onances appear at slightly lower energies than seen in
Fig. 1. The shifts are of the order of a few tens of
keVs (check this), and the position of the 1+ resonance
is about 100 keV lower than the NNDC and TUNL eval-
uation reported value of 0.77 MeV. The calculations us-
ing the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interaction matches well the direct
measurement data from Junghans [34] starting at the 1+

resonance in the whole displayed range, including the
3+ bump. At low energies, below the 1+ resonance,
the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl results are slightly below the Junghans
data, while the N3LO⇤+3Nlnl match them well. However,
this choice of interaction overestimates the data some-
what at higher energies.

The multiple calculations of the 7Be + p system al-
low for a more systematic look at its inherent properties
without focusing on a specific interaction. Indeed, the
use of various chiral order truncations and di↵ering reg-
ulators gives us a window to the universal properties of
the system, as described by �EFT, since neither the form
of the interaction (due to di↵erent diagrams included at
each order), nor any specific parametrization of the in-
teraction is used.

As has been previously pointed out [35, 36], a linear re-
lation exists between the S-factor at zero energy and the
sum of the squares of the ANCs (C2

p1/2
+C2

p3/2
). We ob-

serve such a relation (see Fig. 3a), with all NCSMC calcu-
lations lying along a line with slope 38.53 ± 1.45 eV·b·fm.
It is worth repeating that the interactions shown here are
fundamentally di↵erent; from the inclusion of di↵erent
�EFT diagrams, to di↵erent parametrizations and 3N-
force regulator forms, they nevertheless still exhibit this
simple pattern. The uncertainty in the points (propa-
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FIG. 2. Astrophysical S factor of the 7Be(p,�)8B radiative
capture obtained from the NCSMC-pheno approach with the
N3LO⇤+3Nlnl (blue line) and the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl (red line) in-
teractions compared to experimental data. The bottom panel
focuses on the low-energy part and shows the evaluation of
S17(0) with its uncertainty [4] (orange box).

gated to the linear regression fit parameters) corresponds
to an estimate of the chiral truncation uncertainty for
each interaction. We note that while the error bars shown
for the theoretical calculations in Fig. 3a are chiral trun-
cation estimates, they should not be treated as uncorre-
lated errors; the linear relation between the ANCs and
the S-factor is inherent in the equations being solved not
the specific interaction. Thus, any change in the interac-
tion that would shift the sum of the ANCs to a di↵erent
value would correspondingly shift the S-factor according
to the linear fit. The tight uncertainty band on the fitted
line implies that if one were able to measure ANCs ac-
curately, the resulting theoretical uncertainty would be
orders of magnitude smaller than the currently recom-
mended value. Nevertheless, ANCs are not observables,
so instead we look to correlations between the S-factor at
zero energy and some higher energy, where experimental

3

Cp1/2 Cp3/2 a1 a2 S17(0)

N2LO+3Nlnl 0.384 0.691 4.4(1) -0.5(1) 23.9

N3LO+3Nlnl 0.390 0.678 1.3(1) -4.7(1) 23.5

N4LO+3Nlnl 0.354 0.669 1.6(1) -4.4(1) 22.0

N4LO+3N⇤
lnl 0.343 0.621 1.3(1) -5.0(1) 19.3

N3LO⇤+3Nlnl 0.334 0.663 0.1(1) -7.7(1) 21.1

N3LO⇤+3Nloc 0.308 0.584 2.5(1) -3.6(2) 16.8

Ref. [41] 0.315(9) 0.66(2) 17.34+1.11
�1.33 -3.18+0.55

�0.50

TABLE I. Values for asymptotic normalization coe�cients
(ANCs) in fm�1/2, scattering lengths in fm, and zero-energy
S-factor S17 in eV·b obtained from the set of interactions used
in this work, after applying a phenomenological correction
(see text) to the 8B bound-state as well as the 1+ and 3+

resonance energies.

eigenenergies in the 2+, 1+, 3+ channels are also mod-
ified to bring the bound and unbound NCSMC states
in the experimentally observed positions. The resulting
features of the calculations, scattering lengths, asymp-
totic normalization coe�cients (ANCs), and zero-energy
S-factor, after the shifts are shown in Table I. We con-
sider this approach to be an ab initio guided evaluation
process where experimental data are fed into the theoret-
ical prediction to correct small deficiencies of the nuclear
interaction, and results in greater predictive capability.

The calculated astrophysical S factor shown in Fig. 2
was obtained within this NCSMC-pheno approach. We
compare results obtained with N3LO⇤+3Nlnl and the
N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interactions to experimental data. The cal-
culations reproduce well the contributions due to M1/E2
transitions from the 1+ resonance (sharp peak at ⇠
0.6 MeV), and to a lesser extent from the 3+ resonance
(⇠ 2.2 MeV), to the 2+ ground state of 8B. As a result
of the phenomenological corrections, the two resonances
appear at slightly lower energies than seen in Fig. 1 that
shows results of the original (uncorrected) NCSMC cal-
culation. The shifts are of the order of a few tens of
keVs. The calculation using the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl interaction
matches well the direct measurement from Junghans [46]
starting at the 1+ resonance in the whole displayed range,
including the 3+ bump. At low energies, below the 1+

resonance, the N4LO+3N⇤
lnl results are slightly below the

Junghans data, while the N3LO⇤+3Nlnl reproduces them
well. However, this choice of interaction overestimates
the data somewhat at higher energies. The multiple
calculations of the 7Be + p system allow for a more sys-
tematic look at its inherent properties without focusing
on a specific interaction. Indeed, the use of various chi-
ral order truncations and di↵ering regulators gives us a
window to the universal properties of the system, as de-
scribed by �EFT, since neither the form of the interaction
(due to di↵erent diagrams included at each order), nor
any specific parametrization of the interaction is used.

As has been previously pointed out [47, 48], a linear re-

FIG. 2. Astrophysical S factor of the 7Be(p,�)8B radiative
capture obtained from the NCSMC-pheno approach with the
N3LO⇤+3Nlnl (blue line) and the N4LO+3N⇤

lnl (red line) in-
teractions compared to experimental data. The inset shows
the low-energy part and shows the evaluation of S17(0) with
its uncertainty [4] (orange box).

lation exists between the S-factor at zero energy and the
sum of the squares of the ANCs (C2

p1/2
+C2

p3/2
). We ob-

serve such a relation (see Fig. 3a), with all NCSMC calcu-
lations lying along a line with slope 38.53 ± 1.45 eV·b·fm.
It is worth repeating that the interactions shown here are
fundamentally di↵erent; from the inclusion of di↵erent
�EFT diagrams, to di↵erent parametrizations and 3N-
force regulator forms, they nevertheless still exhibit this
simple pattern. The uncertainty in the points (propa-
gated to the linear regression fit parameters) corresponds
to an estimate of the chiral truncation uncertainty for
each interaction. We note that while the error bars shown
for the theoretical calculations in Fig. 3a are chiral trun-
cation estimates, they should not be treated as uncorre-
lated errors; the linear relation between the ANCs and
the S-factor is inherent in the equations being solved not
the specific interaction. Thus, any change in the interac-
tion that would shift the sum of the ANCs to a di↵erent
value would correspondingly shift the S-factor according
to the linear fit. The tight uncertainty band on the fitted
line implies that if one were able to measure ANCs ac-
curately, the resulting theoretical uncertainty would be
orders of magnitude smaller than the currently recom-
mended value. Nevertheless, ANCs are not observables,
so instead we look to correlations between the S-factor at
zero energy and some higher energy, where experimental
measurements can be performed.

We find a similar connection between the low-energy
S-factor at energies ECM < 0.45 MeV, with the calcula-
tions deviating from a linear behavior only slightly. As
an example in Fig 3b we show the correlation between

Recommended value S17(0) ~ 19.8(3) eV b
Latest evaluation in Rev. Mod. Phys. 83,195–245 (2011): 
S17(0) = 20.8 ± 0.7(expt) ± 1.4(theory) eV b 
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§ Ab initio calculations of nuclear structure and reactions becoming feasible beyond the lightest nuclei
§ Make connections between the low-energy QCD, many-body systems, and nuclear astrophysics

§ Applications of ab initio theory to nuclear reactions important for astrophysics
§ 4He(d,  )6Li – importance of M1 contribution at very low energies
§ 7Be(p,  )8B – new evaluation with significantly reduced uncertainty

§ Ab initio nuclear theory essential for precision applications such as tests of fundamental symmetries
§ Quenching of gA
§ Double beta decay matrix elements
§ Isospin mixing correction 𝛿+
§ Nuclear anapole moment, electric dipole moment
§ …

In synergy with experiments, ab initio nuclear theory is the right approach to understand low-energy properties of atomic nuclei

𝛾
𝛾
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